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THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN
TWO MILITARY LINES IN THE
LIAOHSI-SHENYANG CAMPAIGN
Guided by the great leader Chairman Mao Tsetung and
the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party,
the movement in China to criticize Lin Piao and Confucius has been developing in an extensive, thoroughgoing and sustained way. Conscientious study of Chairman Mao's proletarian military thinking and military
line and intensive criticism of Lin Fiao's bourgeois military line constitute an important part of this movement.
Lin Piao's bourgeois military line has shown itself to
be extremely harmful in all its aspects. This was especially so after Lin Piao took charge of the routine work
of the Military Commission of the Par,ty Central Committee in 1959, when his bourgeois military line developed more fuIly.
To suit their counter-revolutionary aim of usurping
Party leadership and seizing state power, Lin Piao and
his sworn followers shamelessly stood the facts of history
on their head, claiming nonsensically that the strategically
decisive engagement in the Chinese People's War of
Liberation (1946-49) was initiated by Lin, and that the
victory of the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign was the result
of his "wise and resolute command." They extolled Lin
Piao as a "military genius," a "strategist," an t'ever-

victorious general," etc., etc. Obviously, each and every
such mask must be stripped from Lin's face'
Below are some relevant facts of the Liaohsi-Shenyang
campaign, showing how Chairman Mao's proletarian
military line overcame Lin Piao's bourgeois military line
and resulted in great victory in this first campaign of
the strategically decisive engagement in the War of
Liberation.

I.

A SKETCH OF THE LIAOHSI-SHENYANG CAMPAIGN
AND ITS STRATEGIC SIGNIFICANCE

The Liaohsi-shenyang campaign began on September
72, 1g4B when the vanguard units of our Northeast
Field Army reached the Peiping-Liaoning Railway and
and ended on November 2,
clashed with the enemy
lasting altogether 52 clays and divisible into three stages.
In the first stage, from September 12 to October 19,
our army took Chinchow, wiping out over 120,000 enemy
troops, capturing Fan Han-chieh, Deputy Commanderin-Chief of the Kuomintang Northeast "Bandit Suppression" Ifeadquarters, and cutting off the enemy's retreat
by Iand. This induced a part of the more than 100,000
enemy troops at Changchun to revolt against the Kuomintang, and the rest to, surrender, among the latter
being Cheng Tung-kuo, another Deputy Commander-inChief of the Kuomintang Northeast "Bandit Suppression" Headquarters.
In the second stage, from October 20 to 28, our army
annihilated in the Heishan-Tahushan sector of western
Liaoning Province 1 army, with 5 corps or 12 divisions,
of enemy reinforcements, totalling more than 100,000
men who were sent from Shenyang to relieve Chinchow.

In the third stage, October 29-November 2, our army
liberated Shenyang and Yingkow, wiping out nearly
150,000 enemy troops. In the whotre campaign, 1 Kuomintang "bandit suppression" headquarters, with 4 army
headquarters (the 1st, 6th, Bth and 9th) including 11
corps headquarters that in turn commanded 36 regular
divisions, plus several irregular divisions and some miscellaneous armed forces
altogether 470,000 men or
were wiped out,-while Shenyang, Changchun,
Chinchow and 1tr other cities were captured. The entire
northeastern China was now liberated.
Our army also won a series of victories in the other
theatres of war from July 1 to November 2, 1948. We
defeated the enemy in the campaign along the middle sec-

tion of the Tientsin-Pukow Railway and in the Tsinan
campaign, aIl fought in Shantung Province; in the Sui-Ki
campaign (also known as the eastern Honan campaign,
fought in the sector con-rprising Kaifeng, Suihsien and
Kihsien), and in the Hsiangyang-Fancheng campaign of
the Central Plains theatre; in the central Shansi campaign
of the northern China theatre; and in the ChengchengHoyang campaign of the northwestern China theatre.
During this four-month period, in these campaigns and in
the Liaohsi-Shenyang carnpaign, we knocked out a million
enemy troops, basically changing the balance of forces
between the enemy and ourselves. The Kuomintang
forces were reduced to about 2.9 million men, while ours
grew to more than 3 million. In his article "The Momentous Change in China's Military Situation" of November
74, 1948, Chairman Mao pointed out: "T'he military situation in China has reached a new turning point and the
halance of forces between the two sides in the war has

all seriously." Strategicaliy, all reactionaries are paper
tigers; they are terrifying in appearance but not all that
powerful in reality. ffrom a long-term point of view, it
is not the reactionaries but the people who are really
powerful. It is on this basis that we must build our
strategic thinking. If strategically, with regard to the
whole, we dare not despise the enemy, dare not overthrow him and dare not fight and win victory, we shall
be committing a Right-opportunist error. Tactically,
however, al1 reactionaries are real tigers; in each specific
struggle we must take the enemy seriously, be good at
struggle and tarefully study and perfect our art of struggle. It is on this basis that we must build our tactical
thinking. If tacticaily, with regard to each part, we do
not tahe the enemy seriously and are not prudent, we

undergone a fundarnental change. The People's Liberation Army, long superior in quality, has now be€om€ stlperior in numbers as well. This is a sign that the victory
of the Chinese revolution and the realization of peace in
China are at hand." Chairman Mao also said: "Accordingly, the war will be rnuch shorter ttrean we originally
estimated. The original estirnate was that the reactionary
Kuornintang government could be completely overthrown
in about five years, beginning from July 1946. As we now
see it, only another year or so may be needed to overthrow it completely." Actual1y, the People's Republic of
China was founded on October 1, 1949, less than a year
after Chairman Mao wrote these words, the course of
the war fully demonstrating the correctness of his thesis.
The Liaohsi-Shenyang, Huai-Hai and Peiping-Tientsin
campaigns constituted the strategically decisive engagement in the War of Liberation. After these three major
campaigns, in which the main forces of the Kuomintang
troops were virtually wiped out, our army supported by
the people of the whole country switched to nationwide
strategic pursuit and quickly liberated China's entire
mainland.

II.

THE WAR SITUATION BET'ORE
CAMPAIGN.
LIAOHSI-SHENYANG
THE
POLICY
ON THE
MAO'S
WISE
CHAIRMAN
ENGAGEMENT
STRATEGICALI.Y DECISIVE
1. DESPISING THE ENEMY STRATEGICALLY
WHILE TACTICALLY TAKING HIM StrRIOUSLY
Chairman Mao says: ". . Sttategically we should despise all our enemies, but tactically we should take them
4

'

shall be committing a "Left"-opportunist error.
Despising the enerny strategically while tacticaily taking full account of him is Chairman Mao's great strategic
thinking and a powerful ideological weapon witrh which
we can overcome the enemy. It was by following Chairman Mao's strategic thinking that in the past decades
we defeated powerful enemies, domestic and foreign, and
',von great victories in revolution and construction'
On June 26, 7946, the Chiang Kai-shek bandit gang
traunched its nationwide counter-revolutionary war.
Chaiirnan Mao, in his article "Smash Chiang Kai-shek's
Offensive by a War of Self-Defence" of July 20 of the
same year, analysed the political, economic and military
situation as regards the enerry and ourselves. He pointed
out specifically: "Although Chiang Kai-shek has LI.S. aid,
the feelings of the people are against him, the rnorale of
his troops is low, and his economy is in difficnlty. As for
us, althotrgh we have no foreigrr aid, the feelings of the

people are for us, the morale of our troops is high, and
we can handle ou,r econorny. Therefore, we can defeat
Chiang Kai-shek." In his report "The Present Situation
and Our Tasks" delivered on December 25, 7947 at a
meeting of the Party Central Committee, Chairman Mao
profoundly analysed the international and domestic situation at that time, further pointing out: "We said ttren
[that is, at the time when the Chiang Kai-shek bandit
gang launched the adventurist war in 19461 that Chiang
Kai-shek's superiority in military forces was only transient, a factor which could play only a temporary role,
that U.S. irnperialist aid was lihewise a factor which
could play only a tempotary role, while the anti-popular
character of Chiang Kai-shek's war and the feelings of
the people were factors that would play a constant role,
and that in this respect the People's Liberation A.rmy was
in a superior position." Chairman Mao also advised the
whole Party: "We should xid our ranks of all impotent
thinking. ,All views that overestimate the strength of
the enemy and underestimate the strength of the people
are wrong." Events have proved entirely correct Chairman Mao's brilliant thesis of daring to fight and daring to
win victory, and the ten majcr principles of operationl
he formulated on the basis of our army's long experience
in fighting.

Guided by Chairman Mao's strategic thinking and
under his personal command, and with the active support of the people in the Liberated Areas, the People's
Liberation Army beat back the offensives by Chiang
Kai-shek's forces on several fronts in the first year of
the War of Liberation, i.e., from July 1946 to June 1947,
forcing the enemy to switch from the strategic offensive
to the strategic defensive, while our army went over
from the strategic defensive to the strategic offensive.
In the second year of the war (July 1947-June 1948),
the Kuomintang forces, constantly pounded by our army,
changed from overall defensive to regional defensive,
and again in August 1948 from regional defensive to
d.efence of key points. In these two years of hard fighting, our army wiped out a total of 2.64 million enemy
troops, opening up excellent prospects for the war as
a whole.
Taking a Right-opportunist stand and with his reactionary, idealist and metaphysical world outlook, the
renegade and traitor Lin Piao invariably overestimated
the enemy's strength and underestimated that of the
people; he dared not fight and win victory, but strenu-

r Referring to those included in Chairman Mao's report "The
Present Situation and Our Tasks":
1) Attack dispersed, isolated enerny forces first; attack concentrated, strong enemy forces later. 2) Take small and medium
cities and extensive rural areas fir:st; take big cities later.
3) Make wiping out the enerny's effective strength our main

or place can be held or seized for good only after it has changed
hands a number of times. 4) In evcly battle, concentrate an
absolutely supelior lorce (two, thrce, Ioul and sometimes even
five or six times thc enemy's stlengl,h), cncirclc the enemy forces
completely, strive to wipc thcm out thoroughly and do not let
any escape from the net. ln special cilcumstances, use the
method of dealing crushing blows to the enemy, that is, concentrate aII our strength to make a frontal attack and also to
attack one or both of his flanks, with the aim of wiping out

objective; do not make holding or seizing a citS'or place our'
main objective. Holding or seizing a city or plaee is the outcome
of wiping out the enemy's e.tfective strength, and often a city
6

ously opposed Chairman Mao's strategic thinking. When
Chairman Mao with his boldness of vision decided to
launch the strategically decisive engagement against the

Kuomintang forces with the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign
in the Northeast, Lin Piao tried in a hundred and one
ways to counter and undermine this great strategic decision. In good time, Chairman Mao sharply criticized
Lin's Right-opportunist line and armed the whole Party,
almy and people with the concept of despising the enemy
strategically while taking full account of him tactically.
This resulted in the speedy victory of the war for the
liberation of the Northeast and subsequently of the entire
country.

2.

THE WAR SITUATION WAS FAVOURABLE TO US,
THE TIME RIPE FOR THE STRATEGICALLY
DECISIVE ENGAGEMENT

By JuIy 1948, that is, when the War of Liberation had
entered its third year, the Liberated Areas had grown
to 2.35 million square kilometres, or 24.5 per cent of
China's total area, while their population had increased
to 168 million, or 35.3 per cent of the total at the time.
They included 586 cities of and above county-town level,
or 29 per cent of China's cities in that category, and had
within their territory 72,847 kilometres of railway lines
one part and routing another so that our army can swiftly move
its troops to smash other enemy forces. Strive to avoid battles
of attrition in which we lose more than we gain or only break
even. In this way, although we are in{erior as a whole (in terms
of numbers), we are absolutely superior in every part and errery
specific campaign, and this ensures victory in the carnpaign. As
time goes on, we sha1l become superior as a whole and eventually
wipe out all the enemy. 5) Fight no battle unprepared, fight no
battle you are not sure of winning; make every effort to be weII
prepared for each battle, make every effort to ensure victory in
the given set of conditions as between the enerny and ourselves.
6) Give full play to our style of fighting
in battle, no
- courage fighting
(that
fear of sacrifice, no fear of fatigue, and continuous

is, fighting successive battles in a short time without rest).
to wipe out the enemy through mobile warfare. At'

7) Strive
o

and a fair amount of mining and other industries. A1though at that time the enemy temporarily accounted
for a greater part of China's population, territory and
cities, he no longer enjoyed such vast superiority in any
of these i'esFects as at the beginning of the war. Potitically, economically and militarily, our situation steadily
imp,roved while that of the enem;r <iaily deteriorated.
Politically, after overcoming the interference of Liu
Shao-chi's opportunist line, which was "Left" in form
but Right in essence, the land reform mo\rement developed tremendously in the Liberated Areas, consummating
this great transformation in the relations of production
in areas with a combined population of about 100 million.
This consicierabJ.y raised the people's class consciousness
and spurred their enthusiasm to support the liberation
war. lVlobilized and organized under the slogan "Defend
our homes and land," the people in their naillions were
active in sending grain to the front, working in civilian
teams and joining the army to fight the enemy. A surging
tide of support for the front quickly formed, with the
masses readily supplying manpower and materials needed
for the war effort. Meanwhile, in conjunction with the
the same time, pay attention to the tactics of positional attack
and capture enemy fortified points and cities. B) With regard
to attacking cities, resolutely seize all enemy fortified polnts and
cities which are weakly defended. Seize at opportune mon-rents

enemy fortified points and cities defended with moderate
strength, provided circumstances permit. As for strongly defended enemy fortified points and cities, wait till conditions are
ripe and then take them. 9) Replenish our strength with all
the arms and most of the personnel captured from the enemy.
Our arrny's main sources of manpower and material are at the

all

10) Make good use of the intervals bebween campaigns
to rest, train and consolidate our troops. Periods of rest, training
and consolidation should in general not be very long, and the

front.

enemy should so far as possible be permitted no breathing space.

land reform, a movement for Party consolidation was
initiated throughout the Party organization, by which the
Party was greatly developed and strengthened and its
Iinks with the broad masses were tightened. By the autumn of 1948, Party membership had grown from the 1.21
million of May 1945 to 3 million; the Party had basically
overcome certain undesirable features in class composition, ideology and style of work that had existed to some
degree, and deepened its understanding of Marxism-

Leninism and of Party policy. In his "speech at a
Conference of Cadres in the Shansi-Suiyuan Liberated Area" delivered on April 1, 1948, Chairman
Mao pointed out in connection with the great achievements in the work of land reform and Party consolidation
in that area: "It was on this basis that during the past
year the Shansi-Suiyuan Party organization was able to
perform war services on an irnrrense scale in support of
the great People's War of Liberation." This appraisal
applied not only to the land reform and Party consolidation in that particular Liberated Area. It applied
also to such work in all other Liberated Areas.
Quite opposite to the situation in the Liberated Areas,
the Kuomintang reactionaries had sunk into grave political crisis. Their policy of waging civil war, plus the
close collaboration between U.S. imperialist monopoly
capital and Chiang Kai-shek's bureaucrat-compraclor
capital in cruelly exploiting and oppressing the Chinese
people and plundering their wealth, ted to daily deterioration in the livelihood of the labouring masses in the
areas under Kuomintang control. The people had no
way out but to unite and wage rnighty, extensive struggles against hunger, persecution, civil war, autocracy.
and national betrayal. Some even took up arms against
10

the Chiang regim.e. For example, Party-led armed guer-

rillas active in the countryside south of the Yangtze
River numbered upwards of 30,000 men. The anti-U.S.,

anti-Chiang national democratic united front led by our
Party had developed apace after two years of war; many
democratic parties and personages and mass organizations had come to see more clearly the real nature of the
Chiang Kai-shek reactionaries, accepted our Party's political views and joined the anti-Chiang struggle it led.
In short, the Kuomintang reactionaries were subjected
to onslaughts from two sides: on the regular battle front
aird from within the areas under their control. Caught
in this cross fire, Chiang Kai-shek found it increasingly
difficult to sustain his reactionary rule.
Economically, too, the Liberated Areas and the Kuomintang-he1d territory presented two entirely different
pictures. In the summer of 1948, Chairman Mao publicized his famous verse: "Let the arrny advance, production
increase and the sense of discipline grow stronger, and
the revolution will be ever-victorious." This was in fact
a guiding principle for work throughout the Liberated
Areas. It meant that the army should continue its
strategic offensive and advance into the Kuomintangoccupied territory, that the Liberated Areas should keep
up their energetic efforts to develop production and support the front; and that, with all this, plus a yet stronger
sense of discipline throughout the Party and army,
we would be assured of couirtrywide victory in the revolution. Guided by this principle of Chairman Mao's, and
with the carrying out of land reform and the favourable
condition of the main battlefield having shifted to the
Kuomintang areas, an excellent economic situation prevailed in the Liberated Areas where industrial and agri11

cultural production was developing rapidly and the
people's livetrihood improving accordingly'

In the Kuomintang-controlled areas, however, the
Chiang Kai-shek reactionaries' policy of civil war and
national betrayal caused runaway inflation, serious
devaluation of the paper currency, skyrocketing of prices,
closing down of large numbers of national industrial and
commercial enterprises, mass impoverishment, smouldering popular discontent and widespread mass uprisings.
These combined to force the Chiang Kai-shek regime to
the brink of total economic collapse.
IVli1itarily, the situation was also favourable to us' The
Kuomintang forces had shrunk from 4.3 million men at
the beginning of the war to 3.65 million; of these only
1.98 million were combatants of and below divisional
(brigade) level, with a little over l'.7 million capable of
front-line fighting. On the other hand, the People's Liberation Army had in the same period grown from 1.2 million men (inclr-rding 600,000 belonging to the field armies)
to more than 2.8 million, of whom 1.49 million belonged
to the field forces. In the first days of the war, the
numerical strength ratio between the enemy and ourselves was 3.5 : 1, whereas at the beginning of its third
year the ratio had changed to 1.3 : 1. The enerely still
outnumbered us, but as a matter of fact, in striking force
that could be used at the forefront he no longer enjoyed
numerical superiority. Besides, the Kuomintang forces
had been cut off by us in the northeastern, northern,
eastern and northwestern China and Central Plains
theatres, and were for the most part in the passive position of having to receive b1ows, hardly able to sttpport
and co-ordinate with one another in any campaign. The
enemy also hacl to set aside troops to cope with the armed
t2

guerrillas ted by our Party, deal with mass resistance
and defend Shanghai, Nanking and other major cities.
In quality, the enemy could in no way compare with us,
for our forces were politically conscious. When the war
entered its third year, the military and political quality
of our army showed still further improvement, as can be
seen from the following:
First, in line with the overall plan of Chairman Mao
and the Farty Central Committee, the People's Liberation
Army in the winter-spring of 7947-48 launched a new
type of ideological education movement, with "pouring
out grievances" and the "three check-ups" as its main
content; measures were also taken to promote political,
economic and military democracy in the army. Just as
Chairman Mao pointed out: "The correct unfolding of the
movement for pouring out grievances (the wrongs done
to the labouring people by the old society and by the
reactionaries) and the three check-ups (on class origin,
perforrnance of duty and will to fight) greatly heightened
tfre political consciousness of comrnanders and fighters
throughout the arrny in the fight for the emancipation
of the exploited working masses, for nationwide land reform and for the destruction of the com[non enemy of
the people, the Chiang Kai-shek bandit gang. It also
greatly strengthened the firm unity of all cornmanders
and fighters under the leadership of the Communist
Party. On this basis, the army achieved greater purity in
its ranks, strengthened discipline, unfolded a mass (novernent for training and further developed its political, econornic and military dernocracy in a cornpletely well-led
and orderly way. Thus the arrny has become united as
one man, with everybody contributing his ideas and his
strength, fearless of sacrifice and capable of overcoming
13

lnaterial difficulties, an army which displays mass heroism and daring in destroying the enemy. Such an army
will be invincihle."
Secondly, our army's ability to capture strongly fortified points had increased considerably. 1) We had
developed a sizable artillery. In northeastern and eastern
China we already had artiliery and special arms columns,
and in northern China we had two artillery brigades.
Every infantry column (corps equivalent) and every division and regiment had its own artillery unit. 2) Many
of our infantrymen had learned demolition techniques
and could blow up enerny fortifications and city walls.
3) We had gained sorne experience in attacking and capturing medium and small cities. In the Central Plains
theatre we took Loyang and Kaifeng; in the eastern China
theatre, Weihsien and Yenchow; in the northern China
theatre, Shihchiachuang, Yuncheng and Linfen; in the
northeastern China theatre, Szepingkai. Attacking and
capturing these cities had augmented our experience and
ability in taking heavily fortified points. We were now
able in an all-round manner to apply the ten major principles of operation; we were able not only to wage mobile
warfare but to assault and capture strongly fortified
medium cities and even big cities and wipe out massive
enemy forces.

In a word, though still numericaily inferior to the
enemy, our army was superior in quality, particularly
in its notably enhanced political consciousness and
prowess in taking well-fortified points, as compared vsith
the early period of the war. The conditions existed for
launching the strategically decisive engagement. On the
enemy side an opposite situation obtained. The Kuomintang army's morale was flagging and its fighting
l4

capacity declined as whole corps and divisions were destroyed one after another and many ranking officers
taken captive.
Politically devoid of popular support because of its unjust cause, and econornically beset with grave crisis and
manifold difficulties, the Kuomintang reactionaries suffered repeated military defeats, which in turn aggravated
the economic crisis and speeded their politicai collapse.
Clearly, the balance had been tipped in our favour. But
as Chairman I\[ao pointed out: "Ilowever, the presence
of these conditions and of a situation favourable to ourselves and unfavourable to the enemy does not rnean that
we have already defeated hirn. Such conditions and such
a situation provide the possibility for our victory and his
defeat, but do not constitute the reality of victory or defeat; they have not yet brought actual victory or defeat
to either arrny. To bring about vietory or defeat a decisive battle between the two arnnies is necessary."
In directing China's revolutionary war, Chairman Mao
made it a point to strive to create good combat opportunities, then seize and exploit them to win victory in campaigns and battles. ". .. We should resolutely fight a
decisive engagernent in every carnpaign or battle in
which we are sure of victory; we should avoid a decisive
engagement in every carnpaign or battle in which we are
not sure of victory; and we should absolutely avoid a
strategically decisive engagemcnt on which the fate of the
whole nation is staked." This is Chairman Mao/s fundamental principle on decisive engagements. He also emphasized: "fVe are for decisive engageilIents whenever
circumstances are favourable, whether in battles or in
rnajor or rninor carnpaigns, and in this respect we should
never tolerate passivity."
15

By the autumn of 1948, with the situation and conditions definitely in our favour, the time was ripe for the
strategically decisive engagement in the War of Liberation. Chairman Mao, with the far-sightedness and
courage of a great proletarian revolutionary, seized this
favourable opportunity and made the firm decision to
launch such an engagement against the enemy. According to the various conditions in the northeastern, eastern
and northern China theatres, he personally organized

and directed the crucial Liaohsi-Shenyang, Huai-Hai and
Peiping-Tientsin campaigns, bringing the strategically
decisive engagement step by step to complete victory.
3. ENSURING VICTORY IN THE FIRST CAMPAIGN
BY STARTING THE STRATEGICAI,LY DECISIVE
ENGAGEMENT

IN THE i\ORTHEAST THEATRE

We selected the Northeast theatre for the first campaign of the strategica).ly decisive engagement because
the situation there was more favourable to us at the
time than in the other theatres. Chairman Mao showed
his great concern for the Northeast Liberated Area by
sending large nurnbers of cadres and troops to the Northeast as early as around the time of the victory of the War
of Resistance Against Japan (1937-45), and giving the
directive to build stable base areas in the Northeast and
a series of other important instructions which clearly
formulated the principles and policies for such work.
The Party and government organizations, army units and
the people in the Northeast resolutely carried out Chairman Mao's instructions. With powerful support from
the other Liberated Areas and exploiting the uniquely
favourable local conditions, they created an excellent
situation in their area after nearly three years of arduous
16

struggle. (See Sketch Map 1.) This is seen from the fol1owing three aspects:
First, our army had obviously gained numerical superiority over the enemy. At the time, the enemy had
on the Northeast front a total of 550,000 men: 480,000
regulars and 70,000 irregulars. Our Northeast People's
Liberation Army had 12 infantry columns, 1 artillery
column, 17 independent divisions and 1 railway engineering column, totalling 610,000 men. We had also various
offices of the Northeast Military Area Command with its
troops, altogether 90,000 men. In other words, we had
in the Northeast 700,000 regulars, and our total troop

strength there would number 1 million if the 300,000
men of the regional armed forces belonging to the
provincial military area commands were included. Of
the five major war theatres, the Northeast was the only
one where our regular troops outnumbered the enemy.
In the Northwest theatre we had less than 200,000 men
against the enemy's 300,000 (450,000 if the enemy troops
in Chinghai, Ningsia, Kansu and Sinkiang were counted
in); in the northern China theatre we had some 400,000
men against the enemy's 600,000 (over 700,000 including
the Kuomintang troops in Taiyuan and Tatung); in the
eastern China theatre we had about 700,000 men (less
than 400,000 were regular troops however) against the
enemy's 600,000 regulars; in the Central Plains theatre
we had 340,000 men against the enemy's 750,000 (including the Kuomintang's defence force along the Yangtze
River). These figures show clearly the singularly favourable position of our army in the Northeast.
Second, the enemy in the Northeast theatre was hesitant and wavering in action. His troops numbering
550,000 were cut apart and isolated in three areas:
1?

Changchun, garrisoned by Cheng Tung-kuo, Deputv
Commander-in-Chief of the Kuomintang Northeast
"Bandit Suppression" Headquarters, with 1 army (the
1st) of 2 corps, or 6 divisions, plus some regional forces
and "home-going legions,"l totalling over 100,000 men;
Shenyang, seat of the Kuomintang Northeast "Bandit
Suppression" Headquarters, garrisoned by its Commander-in-Chief Wei Li-huang with 2 armies (the Bth
and 9th) of 8 corps, or 24 divisions, totalling 300,000 men;
the section of the Peiping-Liaoning Railway centring
around Chinchow, with the sector frono Shanhaikuan to
Yihsien garrisoned by 1 army (the 6th) of 4 corps, or 14
divisjons, totalling 150,000 men under Fan Han-chieh,
Deputy Commander-in-Chief of the Kuornintang Northeast "Bandit Suppression" Headquarters. We had cut aII
land connection between these three areas. In August
1948, Chiang Kai-shek called a rrilitary meeting in Nanking at which he set forth the principtre: "Pu1l out of
the Northeast, consolidate northern China, take firm hold
of central China and build southern China into a permanent base." Actually, this principle was suggested
by the Americans whose main interests were concentrated in certain parts of northern, central and southern
China. (What the Kuomintang referred to as central
China was what we designated as eastern China and the
Central Plains.) But Chiang Kai-shek dared not put this
principle into practice because of the multiplying contradictions within his camp; implementation of the said
principle would hasten the political collapse of the Kuoby the I{uomintang and
of landlorcls and l.ocal tyrants v'ho had fled fiom the
l-iberated Areas to the Ktlomintan.g areas during the War of
l Reactionary armed bands organized

made up

Liberation.
1B

mintang regime and add to its economic difficulties.
Hence the hr:sitation of the enemy, not knowing whether

to withdlaw from the Northeast or hold out there. This
statcl of al'lairs was very much in our favour.
Thild, the Northeast Liberated Area (including Jehol
Province) had expanded to constitute gg per cent of
n<.rrtheastern China's total area, the enemy controlling
<.rnly 1 per cent (Changchun, Shenyang and several county
towns in its environs, several medium and small cities
along the Peiping-Liaoning Railway and Chengteh of
Jehol). Of northeastern China's population, the Ndrtheast Liberated Area had BG per cent, while of its more
than 9,900 kil.ometres of railways only 500 or more rerrrained in enemy hands. So in the Northeast our army
had a stable rear that coutrd afford rich manpower and
material supplies.
A powerful people's army, a wavering enemy and a
consolidated liberated area these constituted ollr
favourable situation in the Northeast.
It vras a situation
stemming from the brilliant leadership of Chairrnan Mao
and the Party Central Committee and from Chairman
Mao's revolutionary line being strictly carried out by the
Party organizations, the people's government, the army
and the local people. Chairman Mao has consistently
tuuglrt our ilrmy that therc must be "caution in ttree initial
blttlc," ltrtrl 1.hat "thc first battle must be won. The plan
{or thc wholr: campaign must be taken into accotrnt. And
the strategic stagc that cornes next rruust be taken into
account." Thcse arc thc three principles regarding the
first battle which we must never forget. By deciding to
wage the first campaign of the strategically decisive
engagement in the Northeast theatre where the conditions
19

Map I Dispositions of PLA and KMT Forces Before Liaohsi-Shenyang Campaign
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were the most favourable to us, Chairman Mao laid a
sure foundation for securing victory in this campaign'

At this crucial moment, however, the so-called
"strategist" Lin Piao, clinging to his Right-opportunist
the changed situation in China's revolustand, ignored
-war and
turned a blind eye to the especially
tionary
favourabte subjective and objective conditions in the

Northeast theatre. He overestimated the enemy's strength
and underestimated that of the people' Timid as a
mouse, he feared the enemy as he would a tiger and
dared. not launch the strategically decisive engagernent
against the enemy in order to speed the victory of the
revolutionary war and overthrow the Chiang Kai-shek
dynasty for good. Such is the essence of Lin Piao's Rightopportunist line in the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign'
MAJOR ISSUES IN TTIE STRUGGLE
BETWEEN TWO MILITARY LINES IN THE
LIAOHSI-SHENYANG CAMPAIGN

III.

Chairman Mao's wise decision and committed a series
of gravc Right-opportunist errors during the campaign'
From its vct'v inccption right through to the end, there
cxistcd irt:ulc struggle between two different kinds of
milil,ru'y t,hinking and two different military lines'
'l'hc nub oI the struggle between the two military lines
in lhc Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign was whether or not
wc clared launch the strategically decisive engagement
zrgainst the enemy, whether or not we dared fight battles
of annihilation on an unprecedented scaIe, whether or
not, strategically, we dared to separate the two large
in northeastern China, the
groups of &emy forces
otfr"t i, northern China - and completely encircle and
wipe out the former. Three main specific questions
demanded answering: Should our forces drive south to
the Peiping-Liaoning Railway to blockade the Kuomintang foices in the Northeast and wipe them out one by
n.,"? Should we resolutely and speedily capture Chinchow in order to seize the initiative in the campaign?
Should we swiftly block Yingkow and cut off the enemy's
escape route bY sea?

1. LIN PIAO

DARED NOT DRIVE SOUTH TO

THE PEIPING-LIAONING RAILWAY AND
ANNIHILATE THE ENEMY ON THE SPOT

The struggle between the two kinds of military thinkand two military lines concerned, first and foremost,
wht'thcr our main force in the Northeast should drive
s<iul.h, cut the Peiping-Liaoning railway line, close the
Kuomint,ang troops' escape route from the Northeast and
annihilatc or-r the spot Wei Li-huang's group unit by unit,
or our muin force should remain in the vicinity of
Changchun, undecided as to the next move, enabling the
in11
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en-emy in the Northeast to withdraw without hindrance
south of the Great Wall.
The main point, and indeed the most important issue,
in Chairman Mao's many instructions on the concept of
operations for the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign was to
persuade Lin Piao to send the main force of our Northeast Field Army south to the Peiping-Liaoning Railway,
seal off the Kuomintang units in the Northeast and wipe
them out one by one before they could withdraw to
northern and central China.
About 16 months before the start of the LiaohsiShenyang campaign, i.e., on May 20, 1947, Chairman
Mao instructed Lin Fiao to begin, forthwith and actively,
creating conditions for our main force in the Northeast
to drive south so that we could launch the strategically
decisive engagement against the enemy, take control. of
the Changchun-Shenyang and Peiping-Liaoning railways
and capture the four cities of Changchi;n, Shenyang,
Peiping and Tientsin. Soon after this, Chairman Mao
sought to correct Lin Piao's Right-opportunist error of
always overestimating the strength of the enemy and
underestimating that of the people, and especially his
error of tarrying in Harbin with his eyes only on Changchun on the northern front without seeing the favourable conditions to the south. Chairrnan Mao stressed two
points: 1) that, with the exception of Li Tsung-jen, then
Director of the Kuomintang Generalissimo's Headquarters in Peiping, who might send a small number of his
troops in northern China to the Northeast, the enemy in
ail the other vzar theatres south of the Great Wall would
find it very difficult to send reinforcements there, and
2) that atrong the Peiping-tiaoning and Peiping-Suiyuan
railway lines, the Shenyang-Chinchow, Chinchow22

Shanhail<uan, Shanhaikuan-Tientsin, Tientsin-Feiping and

Peiping-Chan11<:hiahou sections were all advantageous
battlcl'iclcls I'or us. Chairman Mao's instructions were
rrrt,unL lo <:<lnvince Lin Piao that he should not overt'st,in-rlrLt' thr: enemy's strength and give too much weight
1,o Llrt,<lill'icully of driving south, but that he should take
Iull rrt:counl of the enemy's difficulties and the conditions
IlrvouL'able to us, that he should be confident and determincd in sending his troops to fight south.
In February 1948, before the concl'usion of our winter
offensive in the Northeast which lasted frorn Decemloer
L5, lg47 to March 75, 1948, Chairman Mao once again
by way of instruction criti.cized Lin Piao's mistake of
seeing no battle to be fought on the Chinchow front. In
this instruction Chairman IIIEo specifically put forward
the principle of bottling up the Kuomintang forces in
the Northeast and annihilating them one by one, or, as
ib was put, "shut the door and beat the dog'" Having
concretely analysed the possibility of the enemy in the
Northeast withdrawing to northern and central China,
Chairman Mao pointed out that in that case the enemy
would aggravate his own supply problem, which would
further weaken his morale, while the concentration of
his forces would be unfavourable for us. Chairman Mao
therefore emphasized that from the strategic point of
vicw it vvould be to our advantage to blockade the Kuornintang units in the Northeast and wipe them out one
b.y

ot-tc.

Chirirman Mao made a subsequent detailed analysis
o[ thc significance and favourabie conditions for driving
southwut'd, reiterating that the deeper we penetrated the
enemv's t'ear, the greater would be the pressure on him
to reduce his troops defending isolated strong-points on
23

our flanks and behind our lines. Or, he might withdraw
from these strong-points altogether. With the enemy
units along the Peiping-Liaoning Railway isolated from
each other, we could wipe them a1I out and, by mobile
warfare, annihilate the enemy reinforcements frorn
Shenyang. It would be no big problem for our troops
to get supplies when they fought along the PeipingLiaoning railway line and, when using this tactic of
breaking through at the centre, we could cut apart the
two strategic groups of the enemy forces in the Northeast and northern China respectively and so facilitate
our subsequent operations on the two flanks. Especially,
in his telegram of September 7, 1948 regarding the concept of operations for the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign,
Chairman Mao instructed Lin Piao that efforts must be
made so that "in the two rnonths of Septernber and October, or a little longer, you can wipe out the enemy along
the Iine from Chinchow to Tangshan and take Chinchow,
Shanhaikuan and Tangshan," that for this purpose "you
must now prepare to ennploy your main force on this line,
leaving the enemy forces at Changchun and Shenyang
alone. When you are attacking Chinchow, be prepared
also to wipe out the enerny forces that rnay come to its
rescue from Changchun and Shenyang." If during the
Chinchow-Shanhaikuan-Tangshan campaign the enemy
at Changchun and Shenyang sallied forth in fu1l strength
to rescue Chinchow, "then, without leaving the ChinchowShanhaikuan-Tangshan line, you can follow up imnnediately with large-scale annihilating attacks on the enemy
reinfotcements and strive to wipe out all Wei Li-huang's
troops on the spot. This would be the ideal situation."
To win complete victory in the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign, Chairman Mao urged Lin Piao: "Be firmly deter24

mined to fight a battle of annihilation on a scale larger
than you havc cver fought before" and "reconsider your
plan o[ opcrations" accordinglY.
Chttit ttutn Mao's point of departure in the many instlut:t,ions given during this period was for our main
l'olt:r' [,tr I'irst thrust in, sever the Peiping-Liaoning railwir.y linc and make a breakthrough at the centre, thus
stratcgicaily cutting apart the two large enemy format,ions deployed in the Northeast and northern China
respectively. It should then completely encircle the
enemy troops in the Northeast, preventing them from
withdrawing to northern and central China so that they
could be wiped out piecemeal'
But for as long as hatf a year, from the end of our
winter offensive on March 15, 1948 to the start of our
move south about September 10, Lin Piao stubbornly
resisted. Chairman Mao's instructions. Afraid of being
caught in a pincer attack by the two enemy formations
if he thrust to the flanks and rear of the Kuomintang
troops in the Northeast, he aimed only at routing the
enemy and opposed battles of annihilation; he intended
to use his forces in a frontal push, hoping to ease the
enemy slowly south of the Great WaII.
In this half-year period Lin's resistance to Chairman
Mao's instructions may roughly be divided into two
stages:

stage (March to Jr-rly 20, 1948), Lin Piao
rrrirrlr' out that he 'uvas to attack Changchun while actually
nol, rlaling to do so, br"rt holding our main force in the
arlt'it br'l.wcen Shenyang and Changchun, indecisive and
Iighting no battle at all.
In mid-April 1948, a month after our winter offensive,
Lin proposcd al,tacking Changchun with our main force

In the first
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in the Northeast while blocking enemy reinforcements
with part of our troops there. He blustered that this was
his basic idea and that, as for arry others, including the
idea of Chairman Mao to drive southward, none had any
merit whatsoever.
Did Lin Piao really intend to attack Changchun? By
no means. In early May 1948, that is, less than 20 days
after he proposed "attacking Changchun," he changed
his tune and suggested three alternate plans of operations

in the Northeast. The first was to attack Changchr.ln
immediately. But, he hurried to claim, it would be a
risky battle with the chances of losing greater than those
of winning; in short, the plan was unfeasible. The
second was for our main force to push south to fight
along the Peiping-Liaoning Railway and in Jehotr and
eastern Hopei. But, Lin went on, this way we might not
encounter any enemy force at all, or else one as concentrated as that at Ctrrangchun and thus unassailable;
moreover, grain supply would be very difficult, Lin said,
and the enemy at Changchun might take advantage of
this and escape. So he dismissed this plan a1so. Lin's
third alternative was to lay siege to Changchun for an
extended period, engage the enemy reinforcements moving north frorn Shenyang and then attack Changchun.
He favoured this last plan, not only negating the idea
of attacking Changchun immediately but also refusing
to carry out Chairman Mao's instructjon to drive south.
But Lin was not serious even in proposing this iast
plan, for only 20 days afterwards he again changed his
mind and retracted further. On May 24 Lin Piao dispatched two columns to attack the outskirts of Changchun, with its airfield as the main objective. They wiped
out 5,000-6,000 enemy soldiers but at the heavy sacrifice
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2,000 o1 our men. Trembling in his boots, Lin
Piao cxaggclatc-'d both the enemy's combat effectiveness
and the dil'l'iculty in attacking the city. On this premise
h(. pr'opost'cl lo "besiege Changchun for a prolonged
1'loriorl" wilh part of our forces and pursue and annihi.late

of over

l,hc t'nt'rry when he attempted to withdraw. The gist
ol' Lhis plan was to keep our main force inactive between
()lrirngchun and Shenyang for an extended period.
Obviously, with hundreds of thousands of our troops
deployed betv,,een these trvo cities, it was unthinkable
that the enemy should venture to withdraw from Changchun. Furthermore, Chiang Kai-shek and Wei Li-huang
both based their plans on our Northeast arn-ry attacking
Changchun first. They accordingly decided to lure our
main force to this isolated city in order to win time to
strengthen their defences at Shenyang and Chinchow.
So Lin Piao's proposal played right into the hands of the
enemy. It was a most absurd and impractical proposal
of a definitely Right-opportunist nature.
Chairman Mao's instructions were most explicit: 1) It
was possible to capture Changchun; 2) but our strategic
interests demanded that we should not attack that city
first, but should deploy our main force against the Peiping-Liaoning Railway instead. Lin Piao's proposals,
whether to "attack the city (Changchun)," "besiege the
t'it,.y and attack enemy reinforcements" or "besiege the
<'it,y Ior a prolonged period," were all pretexts for resisting Chiiirman Mao's instructions and concealing his not
clurirrrl to move south to the Peiping-Liaoning railway

Iinc and attack Changchun. Shilly-shallying and at a
loss what Lo do even in the prevailing excelLent situation,
he took no ;rction whatsoever. Such was the essence of

Lin Piao's llight-opportunist thinking.
6t

After repeated criticism by Chairman Mao and the
Party Central Committee Revolutionary Military Commission, Lin Piao finally, on July 20, expressed in a report willingness to drive south for battle. Two features
of his report are notewortby: First, Lin Piao, who had

long stubbornly refused to drive south, agreed to the
southward push only after the Standing Committee of

the Party Central Committee's Northeast Bureau had discussed the question of our army's movement' This shows
that there had been struggle on this score between comrades of the Standing Committee and Lin Piao. Second,
Lin Piao never mentioned the principle of blockading
Chiang Kai-shek's units in the Northeast and wiping
them out one by one, indicating that his agreement to
the southward drive was half-hearted rather than being
based on a realization of its strategic importance.
In the second stage (July 21 to September 10, 1948),
although Lin Piao agreed, if reluctantly, to advance
south, he invented two absurd excuses for continuing
his resistance to Chairman Mao's concept of operations.
One was that the situation was grave on the southern
front, so he could not drive south at once; the other was
that grain was in short supply there, which made any
immediate southward drive precarious.
Having received Lin Piao's report expressing willingness to drive south, Chaj.rman Mao immediateiy issued
him instructions in which he pointed out the favourable
conditions for such a move by our army and also the
difficulties that might be met. He asked Lin Piao to
look seriously for ways to overcorne these difficulties,
and also to step up preparations so that operations could
start on the southern front in August' But, on the very
day that Chairman Mao issued these instructions, Lin
28

Piao submitted another proposal that the Party Central
Commitl"et' Rcvolutionary Military Commission send
troops 1o cn<rircle and attack Tatung in Shansi Province
s<l irs l,o rlivcrt a part of Fu Tso-yi's troops in northern
Chirrrr l,lrclc. Time and again Lin stressed the grave
sil,tr;rl,ion in the south and wanted our 3rd Army in
rrolllrr,r'n China to move first in order to draw Fu's troops
lo rt'inforce Tatung; only then would he move south.
IIc wcnt so far as to declare that the timing of the movemcnt of our main force in the Northeast depended on
the shift of the 3rd Army. He also cited hardship in
transporting provisions due to damage to railway bridges
by flood in the Northeast, and claimed that our rrrain
force could not move south before late August or early
September, adding that the timetable might be advanced
if the 3rd Army moved earlier. AlI this goes to show
how Lin Piao procrastinated and invented a1l kinds of
cxcuses to resist the southward drive.
Why was Lin Piao so reluctant to drive south? Mainly
because he overrated the enemy and the enemy's initiative in sending large reinforcements. He was afraid that
if the enemy forces in northern China moved north as
reinforcements he might be subjected to pincer attacks
by the two large enemy strategic formations. In this
<:onnection, he resorted to lies about the enemy's moverncnts to deceive the Party Central Committee. In early
Auplust he reported to the Revolutionary Military Comrnission that a certain number of the enemy's corps in
northcln China were already deployed in certain places
of castr.r'n Hopei Province while a certain enemy corps
from casl,crn China had also been sent there. Exaggerating thc suliousness of enemy movements, he calculated
that the cncmy forces in northern China might co29

ordinate with those at Chinchow in sending reinforcements eastward and link up with those at Shenyang, and
that they might even reinforce those at Changchun or
support their retreat. This assumption was ludicrous.
For there were sharp contraclictions at the time between
Fu Tso-yi, Commander-in-Chief of the Kuomintang
Northern China "Bandit Suppression" Headquarters,
and Wei Li-huang, Commander-in-Chief of the Kuomintang Northeast "Bandit Suppression" Fleadquarters. His
troops not being Chiang Kai-shek's own, Fu aimed
always at preserving them and would never risk his units
being destroyed by reinforcing Wei Li-huang's, which
were Chiang Kai-shek's own forces. Judging from the
general situation then prevailing, it may be said that the
enemy would not send reinforcements until he considered that our army had been to a certain extent
depleted. Obviously Lin Piao overestimated Fu Tso-yi's
initiative in this respect. In the light of this Rightopportunist appraisal, Chairman Mao, in his instructions
to Lin, further analysed the enemy's activities. He warned Lin not to be tahen in by the enemy but grasp the
favourable opportunity and take swift action. Chairman
Mao also criticized Lin's wrong idea that the movement
of our main force in the Northeast depended on that of
our 3rd Army in northern China.
Lin Piao had to give up his unreasonable demand and
admit that the movement of our Northeast main force
need not hinge on that of the 3rd Army. However, he
again brought up as an obstacle the distance over which
provisions had to be transported, reiterating that roads
had been washed out, that time wor..l1d be needed to repair them and that since the troops would be without
provisions en route the date of their southward move
30

would be uncertain. In his resistance to driving south,
Lin Piao after being criticized by Chairman Mao gave
up his pretext of "grave enemy activities" but he still
clung to his "difficult provisioning" excuse. His despicable, obdurate attitude of resisting Chairman lVlao's
instructions v,zas infuriating, to say the least. As a matter
of fact, Chairman Mao had instructed Lin Plao two
months before to prepare provisions for our troops'
southward drive, but Lin completely ignored the instmction. Now, when Chairman Mao gave the order for the
southward advance, he said this was impossible because
of lack of provisions. Lin ha.d been stressing the enemy's
threat on the southern front and demanding that our 3rd
Arrny first move westward to divert the enemy in the
Peiping-Tientsin area. Cnly then, claimed Lin, could our
rnain force in the Northeast fix the tirne of their southward movement. After Chairman Mao criticized this
totaltry fallacious idea and set a date for the advance
west of the Srd Arrny, Lin used the provisions question
to again defer decision on the date for going south. He
calculated meticulously when it came to his own troops'
provisioning and their protection against possible enemy
movements, but he never gave a thought to the more
difficult position of the 3rd Army. This contemptible
;rttitude of Lin Piao's and his Right-opportunist aplrlirisal of enemy activities were of course severely
llilir:izcd by Chairman Mao.
l,irr l)iao dared make no further excuses for not drivirr11 r;orrt,hward, but he dragged his feet in making arI'angt,rrrcnt,s. The Party Central Committee Revolutionary
Milil.;rly Commission again gave Lin many detailed instructions on how to solve the provisions problem, even
telling hinr about the areas along the Peiping-Liaoning
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ing some problems in provisioning, Lin, as strategic cornmander of a major war theatre, should have been able
to solve them.
Lin's consistent opposition to the southward drive for
half a year had two grave results: our Northeast army
lost the chance to launch yet another drive in that period;
the southward movement of its main force was delayed
and so was the start of the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign.
To sum up, Lin Piao stubbornly refused to carry out
Chairman Mao's instructions on the southward drive of
our main force because he overestimated the strength
of the enemy and underestimated that of the people, and
because he magnified out of all proportion the difficulties involved. He took a totally Right-opportunist stand
in appiaising the situation of the time.
directive for the southward drive'

WalL Lin Piao's atrlegation of a "gra-.ze
was blown sky high' Even assumproblem"
provisions

south of the Great
2D

2. LIN PIAO OPPOSED TAKING CHINCHOW
TO GAIN THE INITIATIVE
IN THE CAMPAIGN

The capture of Chinchow and the complete annihilation of Fan Han-chieh's troops were requisite to achieving the initiative in the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign.
Chairman Mao time and again instructed Lin Piao on
l,his point: First of aII he should consider launching
ol'l'cnsives at Chinchow and Tangshan, and whenever
lrossible seize the line from Chinchow to Tangshan and
rvilrc out all or most of Fan Han-chieh's troops; lay the
r;llr,r;r; ol' fighting on taking Ihsien, Chinchow and
(llrirrlrsi, r,specially Chinchow, which was the key to the
wlrolt, r'rrnrpaign. To guarantee victory at Chinchow,
Ch:rilnr;rn Mtro instructed Lin Piao promptly to move his
comnr:rrrrl llost to the front and make the necessary
dcployurunl.s I'or the coming attack. Chairman Mao also

pointed out that the sooner Chincholv was taken, the
better, that further delay could land our army in a passive position. In his telegrarns on the concept of operations for the Liaohsi-Shenyang carnpaign, Chairman Mao
gave further instructions concerning the capture of Chinchow and attacking enemy reinforcements: "Because the
enerny forces in and near Chinchow, Shanhaikuan and
Tangshan are isolated frorn each other, sxlccess in attacking and wiping thern out is pretty certain, and there is
also a fair hope of success in capturing Chinchow and in
attacking enemy reinforcenoents." Therefore "you rnust
centre your attention on the operations in Chinchow and
strive to capture this city as quickly as possible' Even if
none of the other objectives is attained and Chinchow
alone is captured, you will have won ttrre initiative, whi'c*r
in itself will be a great victorY."
Why was the attack on Chinchow so important? There
were three main reasons:
1) Chinchow was located. at an important strategic
point on the Peiping-Liaoning rerilway line. Our quickly
taking the city was the key to realizing our objective of
sealing off the Kuomintang army in the Northeast and
destroying it piecemeal. Stationed in and around Chinchow were over 100,000 enemy troops under Wei Lihuang which had linked up with Fu Tso-yi's group in
northern China to the south. The capture of Chinchow
would bring the Peiping-Liaoning Railway under our
control and strategically separate Wei Li-huang's troops
from Fu Tso-yi's group so that we could besiege all the
enemy forces in the Northeast. Failure to take Chinchow,
even though sorne smaller cities were captured, would
Ieave the strategically placed Chinchow as a base for
the enemy to regain control of the Peiping-Liaoning
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Railwav, along which he could then escape south of the
Great Wall.
2) Our' .spccdy capture of Chinchow would enable us
t(> nurrroctrvrr: the enemy and so facilitate our subsequent
r'n()v('s. Ilt'cause the city was vital to the enemy, Chiang
liiri-slrt'li was bound to send Wei Li-huang's troops to
ils n'sr:Lrc when we intensified our attack, and we could
rrlrkc a rather hard nut easier to crack. For, by the time
l.hc enemy was manoeuvred out of his strongholds and
had arrived north of the Taling River, not far from
Chinchow, we would already have captured the city. We
rvould then be able to shift our forces nearby, wipe out
the enemy reinforcements on the move and so realize
Chairman Mao's plan of capturing Chinchow and attacking enemy reinforcements. Delay in capturing the city
rvould land us in a passive position where we would invariably find it difficult to attack the enemy reinforcements, which would be approaching from Shenyang.
3) The capture of Chinchow would mean the annihilation of 100,000 Kuomintang troops, depleting by onefilth the enemy strength in the Northeast and substantially weakening the enemy's confidence to hold cities.
. Thus, with the smooth development of the whole
campaign hinging on the speedy capture of Chinchow,
Chairman Mao repeatedly stressed the importance of
lcsolute thrust in taking the city.
Was the cap,ture of Chinchow possible? Yes, and for
two lt:asons militarily:
Ifilst, we were strong and the enemy was weak.
Whilc hc seemed powerful, with supposedly 100,000
encnry lr'oops garrisoning Chinchow and fairly strong
defencc wolks, be had three fatal weaknesses which nuliified his apparent combat effectiveness. One was that
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he had only seven regular divisions, the rest being special
arms, miscellaneous and logistics units. A second was
that there were no backbone forces among his seven
regular d.ivisions, some of which had only just been

recruited from among regional forces, were poorly
equipped and ineffective in combat' (Ip fact, the enemy's
regular provisional divisions in the Northeast all consisted of former regional forces.) The enerny's third
weakness was that many of his units had previously
been put out of action by our army. For example, his
Zgth Oivision units air-Iifted from Shenyang had already
been decimated a couple of times and were hardly fit
for combat. Our Northeast army, on the other hand, had
grown out of battle-tested forces transferred from the
iarious Liberated Areas south of the Great WaIl after
victory in the War of Resistance Against Japan' Moreover, some units were reinforced by Red Army veterans
and so our army was remarkably combat-worthy' Besides, as it had undergone a new type of ideological
education movement and long period of rest and consolidation and had powerful support from the rear, our
army's morale was of the highest. Such a strong artny
was certain to defeat the weak enemy'

Peiping and Tientsin northward, or from Shenyang
westward. As Chairman Mao had noted, the Peiping and
Tientsin enemy forces paid special attention to preserving their own strength and would not easily send in
,"i.rfor""*ents when we attacked Chinchow' If they did,
and sent them by sea via Hulutao, it r'vou1d take time,
Jb
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and their number would necessarily be limited. Regarding the enemy forces in Shenyang, as Chairman Mao had
also pointed out, they had Changchun to worry about
and would not be able to reinforce Chinchow in fuIl
strength. Further, because these enemy troops had no
way of knowing for certain whether we would attack
Chinchow and fend off their reinforcements or besiege
the city and attack them, they would be in a quandary
whether to send reinforcements at all. By the time they
ascertained our real intentions and decided to reinforce,
it would be too late - our troops attacking Chinchow
would have moved away after capturing the city, in time
to annihilate the enemy reinforcements. The most important factor was, of course, that the enemy's strength
to launch assaults was generally weak' Subjected to otrr
strong interception, his reinforcements could only advance at snail's pace.
In short, it was possible for us to take Chinchow, a
city at once strategically vital to the Kuomintang army in
the Northeast and now becorning its vulnerable spot.
Chairman Mao had pointed out in his instructions to
Lin Fiao that there was fair hope of success in first cap-turing Chinchow, and that its capture would benefit the
overall situation. This was a scientific analysis of the
necessity and feasibility of taking Chinchow. As a matter
ol' Itrct, our all-out attack on the city lasted only 31 hours
irnd resulted in the total annihilation of the enemy garrison troops. Its capture completely upset the enemy's
clispositions in the Northeast and the overall military
situation developed rapidly in our favour. This again
dramatically affirmed the analysis by Chairman Mao.
Lin Piao had always been afraid to capture Chinchow.
He feared not only the possibility of a tough battle
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against large numbers of enemy troops strongly dug in,
but the further possibility of being caught in a converging attack by enemy reinforcements rushing in frorn
several directions. For a long time, therefore, Lin Piao
refused to attack Chinchow. Actually, he was afraid of
four things. One was that the enemy might come hy sea
to Hulutao and Chinhsi to reinforce Chinchow; the
second was that Fu Tso-yi's army might come to reinforce from beyond the Great Wall; the third was that
the enemy troops at Shenyang might come to Chinchow's
rescue or seize Changwu to cut communication between
our front and rear; the fourth was that the enemy at
Changchun might break through, flee towards Shenyang
and then join forces with the Kuomintang troops there
to reinforce Chinchow.
Precisely beeause he took a Right-opportunist stand
and wrongly assessed the enemy's situation, Lin Piao
made a series of grave mistakes with regard to the direction of attack, and dispositions, plan and command of
the campaign.
First, as to the direction of attack, Lin repeatedly shied

away from attacking the enemy's vulnerable

Chinchow.
For some time

spot

-

Lin Piao had wavered between favouring an attack on Chengteh in Jehol Province and seizing
Shanhaikuan, but not taking Chinchow. In early August
1948, he reported to the Party Central Committee Revolutionary Military Commission that "six to seven enemy
divisions are often stationed in Chinchow" and that ,,the
enemy has completed his military installations in Chinchow, so we are not prepared to attack there." He proposed instead that after taking Ihsien, I{aochiao, Chinhsi,
Hsingcheng and Suichung, our main force should move

on to attack Chengteh. This rneant that after capturing
these five cities, our main force should withdraw from
the Peiping-Liaoning railway line and offer the enemy a
chance to recoup his defensive position, or give facility
for the enemy's Northeast troops to retreat to northern
China.

Chairman Mao refuted Lin Piao's proposal and clarified three points: 1) If we attacked Chengteh instead of
Chinchow, Wei Li-huang would go to all lengths to concentrate his forces on the Chinchow-Tangshan line and
in all probability join forces with Fan Han-chieh and
advance westward to Fu Tso-yi's rescue, which would
Iike1y make things difficult for us. 2) As the areas to
the west were short of grain while those to the east were
grain producers, there would be no provisions problem
if we fought along the Peiping-Liaoning Railway. 3)
The main targets of the autumn campaign of our army in
the Northeast should be the Kuomintang groups under
Wei Li-huang and Fan Han-chieh; we should not think
of attacking the 13th Corps in Chengteh under the Kuomintang Northern China o'Bandit Suppression" Headquarters after attacking several divisions under tr'an.
Even after Lin Piao's erroneous views \,vere negated,
he remained undecided about capturing Chinchow, and
soon suggested instead an attack on Shanhaikuan after
taking the afore-mentioned five cities along the PeipingLiaoning Railway. This was again refuted by Chairman
Mao, who said that attacking Shanhaikuan before Chinchow would waste time and energy and give the enemy
at Shenyang time to reinforce. If, however, we attacked
Chinchow first, the enemy troops at Shenyang would
not likeIy be able to give prompt aid, for they were in
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a confused state themselves and would remain so for
some time.

Although Chairman Mao explained clearly the pros
and cons, stressing that neither Chengteh nor Shanhaikuan, but only Chinchow, should be our first target, Lin
Piao clung to his passive, wait-and-see attitude even
after our troops had marched south. Our campaign had
been launched for more than 20 days, yet Lin made no
move to attack Chinchow and even failed to take Ihsien
in its environs. For this he was again severely criticized
by Chairman Mao.
Lin Piao's fear of attacking Chinchow stemmed chiefly
from his Right-opportunist thinking. The Chinese peop1e's War of Liberation had entered the stage of strategically decisive engagement. Its goal could be accomplished
only by daring to launch large-scale campaigns of annihilation and wresting heavily defended big and rnedium
cities from the enemy. This was entirely possible, for
our People's Liberation Army was now much more able
to storm heavily fortified points and fight large-scale
battles of annihilation. Totally blind to this development
of the objective situation, Lin Piao was by no means a
"military genius," but a short-sighted Right-opportunist
with no head for strategy at all.
Second, as to dispositions for the campaign, Lin piao
only very tardily concentrated his main force on
Chinchow.
"Coneentrate a superior force to destroy the enerny
forces one by s11s" This is an integral concept in
Chairman Mao's military
thinking and a fundamental
principle guiding our army's operations, a principle especially to be carried out in strategically decisive engage40

ments, and without which it will be impossible to wipe
out large numbers of enemy forces and win victory.
In view of our arrny's concept of operations and the
deployment of the enemy forces in the Liaohsi-Shenyang
campaign, four aspects demanded consideration in the
disposition of our Northeast forces: 1) attacking Chinchow; 2) intercepting the enemy troops coming from
Chinhsi and Hulutao to reinforce Chinchow; 3) preventing the enemy troops at Shenyang from reinforcing
Chinchow; 4) preventing the enemy at Changchun from
breaking through and fleeing south. Final victory in
the whole campaign hinged on the correct handling of
the order of importance of these four aspects, of the relationship between the part and the whole, of the various
stages of the campaign, and of our troop deployment.
Chairman Mao had long before said: "I am not objecting to operations in two or more directions, but at any
given time there ought to be only one main direction."
During the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign he again pointed
out that in the first stage it was advisable "to leave the
enerny at Changchun and Shenyang alone and focus your
attention on the enenny at Chinchow, Shanhaikuan and
Tangshan," and that "you rnust now prepare to employ
your rnain force on this line." Chairman Mao had also
repeatedly warned Lin Piao that ordinarily the main
force should be concentrated on attacking one point, not
distributed evenly. This was a basic guarantee for
quickly capturing Chinchow and gaining the initiative
in the campaign.
Acting counter to Chairman Mao's instructions, Lin
Piao for a long time failed to concentrate our main force
on the Chinchow front. On September 3, 1948 Lin proposed the deployment of three columns and 11 in4L

dependent divisions around Changchun and between
Changchun and Shenyang to deal with the enemy troops
in the former city, of four columns near Hsinmin to cope
with the enemy troops at Shenyang, and - of only five
columns and three independent divisions along the Peiping-Liaoning railway Iine. This was an arrangement
completely reversing the proper order of importance.
After Chairman Mao's criticism, Lin Piao on September
10 decided to transfer one column from the Hsinmin area
to the Peiping-Liaoning line, but the deployment as a
whole remained an erroneous one in that it distributed
forces evenly between north and south and had no main
direction of attack. Not until 9 a.m. on October 3, i.e., a
good 20 days after the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign was
launched, did Lin Piao, upon Chairman Mao's repeated
instructions, revise his plan and send another two
columns from the Changchun-Shenyang sector to the
Peiping-Liaoning railway line, bringing the total strength
there to eight columns and three independent divisions.
The main thrust of attack was thus finally centred on
the Chinchow front and a long-standing error in diiposi-

tion corrected.
Chairman Mao says: "The concentration of troops see[ns
easy but is quite hard in practice. Everybody knows
that the best way is to use a large force to defeat a srnall
one, and yet naany peopl.e fail to do so and on the contrary often divide forces up. The reason is ttrat such
military Ieaders havo no head for strategy and are confused by complicated circurnstances; hence, they are at
the mercy of these circumstances, lose their initiative and
have recourse to passive response." The reason for Lin
Piao's repeated mistakes in deploying his forces lay
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precisely here. He was a typical example of those commanders who have no head for strategy at aII.
Third, in drawing up the plan for the campaign Lin
Piao did not proceed from the overall view of capturing
Chinchow and attacking enemy reinforcements.
Chairman Mao has always emphasized that ,,before
fighting the first battle one must have a general idea of
how the second, third, fourth, and even the final battle
will be fought." Oniy in this way can a campaign, once
started, develop battle by battle and can there be smooth
continuity in fighting, with the enemy forces being annihilated one after another and without ourselves committing the error of vacillation and being tied down.
During the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign, Chairman Mao
pointed out time and again that when our main force
had captured Chinchow and the enemy reinforcements
from Shenyang advanced to the area north of the Taling
River, we should shift our troops and, "without leaving
the Chinchow-Shanhaikuan-Tangshan line," "follow up
immediately with large-scale annihilating attacks on the
enemy reinforcerments and strive to wipe out all Wei tr ihuang's troops on the spot." Taking Chinchow in order
to manipr.llate the enemy and pave the way for annihilating his reinforcements on the move and thus wiping out
Wei Li-huang's forces in the Northeast one by one, then
and there, was vital to the realization of Chairman Mao's
overall plan for the entire campaign.
IIowever, Lin Piao, afraid that the enemy troops at
Shenyang might send reinforcements when we attacked
Chinchow, deployed strong counter-forces in the Hsinmin
area near Shenyang, hoping to prevent the eneiny troops
there from coming out. That was against Chairman Mao,s
overall plan for the campaign. Chairman Mao at this
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point said that if Lin's plan were to be followed, the
enemy at Shenyang, threatened by our strong forces distributed at Hsinmin and its vicinity to intercept his reinforcements, might not dare to venture out and our second

battle would not proceed smoothly. To embolden the
enemy reinforcements to advance deep into the area
north of the Taling River, therefore, we should deploy
our counter-forces far from Shenyang. Our main force
could then, after taking Chinchow, quickly shift position
and surround the reinforcing enemy and annihilate him
without difficulty.
Upon Chairman Mao's instruction, Lin Piao readjusted
his plan and shifted the troops to west and southwest of
Hsinmin. As it turned out, the entire Liaohsi-Shenyang
campaign developed precisely as Chairman Mao had
predicted. In the initial stage of our assault on Chinchow,
the enemy reinforcements from Shenyang dared not
move towards Chinchow directly but detoured in the
direction of Changwu from where, after we had captured
Chinchow, they advanced south to the Heishan-Tahushan
sector, exposing themselves like sitting ducks to our attack and annihilation. The successful development of
the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign, like a close chain of
events, was due entirely to Chairman Mao's brilliant
command.
Fourth, in directing the campaign, Lin Piao kept wavering in making the decision to take Chinchow.
In a sense, war is a contest between the subjective
ability of the two armies' commanders to gain, on a given
material basis, the superiority and initiative; without
correct command in the specific campaign, actual superiority and initiative can never be achieved nor the way
paved for victory. So, after the concept of operations
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and dispositions for the campaign have been determined,
a resolute yet flexible command assumes key importance
in guaranteeing its complete success.
Lin Piao's Right-opportunist errors in directing the
Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign again demonstrated his political nature. Even after the campaign was under way,
Lin failed to overcome his fear of fighting a decisive
engagement. This was clear, if only in terms of the actual
directing of the campaign. Afraid of the enemy and
ridden with apprehension, he would become nervous,
wavering and hesitant whenever the slighest change occurred in the enemy situation. Several times, therefore,
he was indecisive about attacking and capturing Chinchow. To illustrate:
1) A most striking example occurred on October 2,
1948, when our Northeast army had destroyed the enemy
in Ihsien, Ilsingcheng and Suichung and tactically surrounded Chinchow. At this crucial juncture, because of
a slight change in the enemy situation, Lin piao flinched
from attacking Chinchow, and suggested instead shifting
the main force back to Changchun. This was a blatant if
vain atternpt to sabotage Chairman Mao's correct concept
of operations for the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign.
Our army's operations along the Peiping-Liaoning
railway line were dealing the enemy telling blows. On
September 30, Chiang Kai-shek made a hurried flight
tr> Peiping. He ordered the Kuomintang Northern China
"Bandit Suppression" Headquarters to send five divisions
and thc Hsuchow headquarters two divisions to Hulutao
to reinforce Chinchow along with the four divisions stationed in Flulutao and Chinhsi. On October 2 the panicstricken Chiang flew to Shenyang where he decided to
organize a "west-bound army" with Liao yao-hsiang,s
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[ith Army as base, also to reinforce Chinchow. News of
this again caused Lin Piao to waver in his plan to take
Chinchow. He submitted to the Party Central Committee
Revolutionary Nfilitary Commission a "proposal" that
the main force turn back to capture Changchun instead.
The situation was not in fact so serious. Enemy reinforcements were nothing unexpected, it would take time
for them to concentrate, and their numbers could not be
large. Our army was entirely capable of intercepting
these enemy ti"oops and thus gaining sufficient time for
our assa-ult on Chinchow, vital to the enemy in the
Northeast and our capture of which was prerequisite to
our army's seizing the initiative both strategically and
for the whole campaign. Lin Fiao's proposal tc turn back
and attack Changchun, if a11cwed, to go through, would
not only foil this plan, it would aggravate the difficulties
in our next step. Our army would have been set marching back and forth to no purpose between Chinchow and
Changchun while the eneny maintained his hold on the
Changchun-Shenyang-Chinchow region, or else retreated south rvith ease. Chairman Mao's overall plan for the
strategically decisive engagement would have been completely disrupted. Again, Lin Piao's "proposal" had to
be severely criticized by Chairman Mao as a gro:s mistake and therefore unacceptable to the Party Central
Committee. Chairman IVIao ordered him to capture
Chinchow unfailingly within about 10 days and resolutely
carry out the concept of operations for the LiaohsiShenyang campaign.
In short, it was Chairman Mao's firm, correct command
overcoming Lin Piao's Right-opportunist errors in good
time that assured victory in the Chinchow battle.
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2) Lin Piao's resolve to attack Chinchow was again
shaken when Liao Yao-hsiang's army sallying forth from
Shenyang rushed tovzards Changwu to relieve Chinchow,
and when the enemy forces bottled up at Changchun

rumoured that they would break through.
On October 6, Liao's troops massed at Hsinmin a.nd
started out three days later. But instead of going directly
southwest to reinforce Chinchow they turned north towards Changwu, their objective being to cut the Tahushan-Tungliao Rail-w-ay linking our front and rear, and
so force us to lift our siege of Chinchow. Meanwhile, to
divert our atter-rtion north, the enemy at Changchun
"leaked" his plan to break thr:ough south. Such enerny
moves posed no direct threat to our plan for the capture
of Chinchow but rather indicated their impotence before
our powerful offensive. And yet Lin piao panicked and
wavered ag"ain. He telegraphed the Party Central Committee repeatedly, pleading the emergency of the enemy
"desperately pouring in reinforcements,, and,,atternpting tc occupy Chan.gwu so as to cut off our communications," that the enemy troops at Changchun vrould ,,certainly take advantage of all this to make a breakthrough.,,
This vacillation on the part of Lin Piao stemming from
his Right-opportunist stand r;ras likely again to delay our
capture of Chinchow and put us in a passive position.
Chairman Mao pointed out to Lin over and over again
thirl il. was not necessary to worry about difficulties in
intc'r'cepting the enemy sent to relieve Chinchow, because
on his way from Shenyang he would be advancing cautiousl.y. slowly, with his ear to the ground. It was not
entircly bad for us if the enemy occupied Changwu,
which would st:rve him no purpose so long as we were
not afraid of our. line of supply being cut. Also, the

eneirry troops at Changchun were not really contempiating an immediate breakthrough. Our victory at Chinchow
once again demonstrated the correctness of Chairman
Mao's command and of his analysis of the enemy situation.
3) Lin Piao dared not move his command post south
to the vicinity of the Peiping-Liaoning railway line,
though the war situation demanded it. It is our army's
glorious tradition to keep the command post moving in
the main direction of attack so as to be posted on the
enemy's movements and correctly deploy our own forces.
But in this respect too Lin Piao dragged his feet, for he
dared not fight large-scale battles of annihilation along
the Peiping-Liaoning Railway and capture Chinchow.
The main force of our Northeast army began moving
towards that railway line on September 9, but not until
the 21st and only after repeated criticism and urging by
Chairman Mao did Lin move his command post a few
score kilometres south from Harbin to Shuangcheng, and
finally on October 4 he moved it further south to Fuhsin.
Lin's protracted dilatoriness in moving his command post
forward in the main direction of attack limited his vision
in the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign and threr,v his analysis of the enemy situation and hence his battle command far off the mark. Chairman Mao once again
severely criticized him, hoping he would learn better.
Conditions constantly change in a war or in the course
of any campaign. A good commander should be able to
see through the appearance of a thing to its essence, and
never waver in his decision when a slight change occurs
in the enemy situation. There are numerous instances in
history of vacillation and indecision in comrnand resulting
in the loss of a good combat opportunity, superiority and
the initiative, and so leading to defeat. From its very in4B

ception, the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign generally developed as Chairman Mao had predicted. The key question
was our army's firmness in its decision to capture Chinchow quickly. But, on this key quesiion, Lin Piao, who
was lauded by his sworn followers as an "ever-victorious
general," vacillated time and again whenever some little
change took place in the enemy situation. His Rightopportunist thinking and incompetence in command was
again revealed. The course of victory in the Chinchow
battle was one of Chairman Mao's proletarian military
line continually overcoming the bourgeois military line
of Lin Fiao. This is the most striking historical conclusion to be drawn from the capture of Chinchow.
3. LIN PIAO REFUSED TO BLOCK THE ENEMY'S
RETREAT BY SEA AND FAILED TO SEND TROOPS
TO CONTROL YINGKOW

In the second stage of the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign
Lin Piao, acting in opposition to Chair:man Mao's instructions, committed the error of refusing to send troops
quickly to control Yingkow so as to block the retreat
route by sea of Chiang Kai-shek's troops in the Northeast.
. After Chairman Mao corrected Lin's mistake of a-ttempting to "turn back to attack Changchun" and distributing strength equally between north and south, our
Northeast army on October 4, 1948 readjusted its dispositions for assaulting Chinchow. Besides the four
columns and 11 independent divisions to cope with the
Shenyang and Changchun enemy troops, five columns
and the main force of the Artillery Column were to attack Chinchow, one column was to be stationed at Kaochiao as general tactical reserve and two coLumns and
three independent divisions were to intercept the enemy
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at Chinhsi and Hulutao. The columns to attack Chinchow prepared at once for the battle. Fighting in its
environs began on October 9 and ended in victory on the
morning of October 12. After further immediate preparations for the capture of the city proper, our army
launched its general offensive. The five columns that
were to attack Chinchow were organized into three
groups. The north assault group consisting of the 2nd
and 3rd columns, a division of the 6th Column and the
main force of the Artillery Column was to attack from
north to south; the south assault group consisting of the
7th and 9th columns was to attack from south to north,
while the east assault group consisting of the Bth Column
was to attack from east to west. At 10:00 hours of the
14th all the assault groups burst forth in an artillery
bombardment, our infantry following up by dernolishing
enemy defence works and by charging. Around 11:00,
our north and south groups had broken through the city
walls and engaged the enemy in street fighting. The Bth
Column also broke through and penetrated deep into the
city. Towards eveniug, our army had penetrated at 10
points from each of which it deepened its advance. By
dawn of the 15th the enemy had been wiped out except
for the 10,000-some in the o1d quarter of Chinchow. At
noon our army resumed its attack, assaulting the old
quarter, and by dusk all the remaining enemy forces had
been annihilated. And so it was that Chinchow was
completely liberated in 31 hours of fierce fighting. The
enemy casualties totalled 100,000 men, breaking down
into seven regular divisions, various regional troops, and
logistics and special arms units. Fan Han-chieh, Deputy
Commander-in-Chief of the Kuomintang Northeast
"Bandit Suppression" Headquat:ters, and the army com50

mander Lu Chun-chuan were taken prisoner. Our army
now completely controlled the section east of Chinhsi
along the Peiping-Liaoning Railway.
During our attack on Chinchow, nine enemy divisions
at Hulutao and Chinhsi started out on October 10 to
reinforce the city, but up until Chinchow's liberation
around the evening of the 15th the enemy reinforcements
never broke through the blocking positions of our 4th
and 11th columns though they pounded at them for six
days and nights. Our army wiped out more than 6,000 of
this enemy force and took over 600 prisoner. In this
battle to hold off enemy reinforcements, the 34th and
28th regiments of our 4th Column fought magnificently
and were conferred the titles "Heroic Regiment of
Tashan" and "Heroic Defending Regiment" respectively.
Seeing Chinchow as good as lost, Chiang Kai-shek on
October 15 flew for a second time to Shenyang with Tu
Yu-ming, Deputy Commander of the Kuomintang "Bandit Suppression" Headquarters at Hsuchow, to discuss
how to cope with the situation. He ordered Cheng Tungkuo, Deputy Commander-in-Chief of the Kuomintang
Northeast "Bandit Suppression" Headquarters, to lead
his troops to break through from Changchun and advance
to Shenyang whence, together with the garrison troops
there, he was to retreat south of the Great Wal1. Chiang
had a letter to this effect in his own hand air-dropped
to Cheng. But the precipitous fall of Chinchow had
scared the enemy out of trying a breakthrough out of
Changchun. On the 17th, General Tseng Tse-sheng,s
60th Corps, which had been brought to Changchun from
Yunnan and which had connection with us, mutinied and
came over to our side. Another enemy corps at Changchun, the New 7th, was thus further isolated. Driven
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into a tight corner, Cheng Tung-kuo sent emissaries to
our army on the l8th to negotiate terms of surrender and
on the same day a document was signed. Cheng,s troops
began laying down arms. By the morning of the lgth
Changchun was completely liberated, marking the victory of the first stage of the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign.
The liberation of Chinchow and Changchun spelled
out the total destruction of the enemy forces in the
Northeast. Chiang Kai-shek, however, dreamed of recapturing Chinchow to cover the retreat of his remnants
south of the Great WaII. He flew to Peiping on the l8th
and called Fu Tso-yi, Wei Li-huang and Tu yu-ming
into conference, deciding that the Kuomintang troops
should close in on Chinchow from Hulutao and Changwu
in order to open up the Peiping-Liaoning Railway. Liao
Yao-hsiang's army in Changwu consisted of b corps (in-

cluding the New 1st and the New 6th, Liao's ,,crack units,,)
with 11 infantry divisions, plus 3 cavalry brigades.
Chiang Kai-shek decided to send the three cavalry brigades back to Shenyang and incorporate the 207th Division's Srd Brigade from Shenyang into Liao's army. He
ordered Liao's army to set out for Chinchow on the 20th.
At the same time, Chiang sent Tu Yu-ming to Hulutao
to lead in a march on Chinchow the nine divisions stationed in the Hulutao-Chinhsi sector and the two divisions of the 39th Corps which had been newly transferred there from Yentai in Shantung Province. But
Chiang Kai-shek was not at all sure of success in this
plan and so instructed Wei Li-huang to send troops immediately to capture Yingkow, at the same time ordering
the requisitioning of ships in Tientsin for the retreat of
his Northeast troops by sea when necessary.
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In view of the changed deployment on the enemy side,
Chairman Mao advised Lin Piao of the extreme favourableness to our next move the enemy's attempt to regain
control of the Peiping-Liaoning Railway would bring.
Our Northeast army should in" that case be deployed so
as to pin down the enemy forces in the Hulutao-Chinhsi
sector while shifting our main force to the HeishanTahushan sector to annihilate Liao Yao-hsiang's army
on the move. Chairman Mao gave Lin Piao many instructions, further pointing out that with the PeipingLiaoning railway line cut the enemy troops in the Northeast had only Yingkow left as an escape point from which
those at Shenyang would most likely attempt fleeing
south by sea. Even though Liao Yao-hsiang's troops
were heading towards Chinchow, they could turn towards Yingkow even if they had gone as deep as Koupangtze south of Heishan. Chairman Mao ordered Lin
Piao to send strong forces at once to control Yingkow,
build military works there and, if the enemy troops turned in that direction, resist them and then, when our main
force arrived, jointly annihilate them. Chairman Mao
also pointed out that our troops that had besieged Changchun could be sent to carry out this task, but that as an
urgent step the 1Oth Column in the Tahushan area should
first go and put up defence works there. Controlling
Yingkow meant leaving no escape route for the enemy
and a strategic victory for us.
Lin Piao, however, judging wrongly that "the enemy
has begun his general retreat towards Chinchow," dismissed any thought of his trying to escape through Yingkow. So, while he had ordered the six columns in the
Chinchow area anC the two columns near Changwu to
march towards Heishan and Tahushan to close in on
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Liao Yao-hsiang's army, he did not send the 1Oth Column
to control Yingko-r but only dispatched there the 2nd
Independent Division from southern Liaoning. Then, on
October 22, he re-ordered this division to rush back west
of Hsinmin to block the enemy there. Yingkow thus became a vacuum, and the Kuomintang 52nd Corps in
Liaoyang jumped at the chance to seize the port, taking
it on the 24th and so controlling the corridor for the
enemy's retreat south by sea.
Liao Yao-hsiang's army began on Chiang Kai-shek,s
order to move south from Changwu on October 20. The
next day his forces clashed with our front-line troops in
the Heishan-Tahushan sector where for five days running his five corps fiercely attacked our positions without breaking through. By the 25th our eight coiumns
which had advanced north from Chinchow and south
from the vicinity of Changwu to pursue the enemy had
already approached both flanks and the rear of Liao,s
units. Liao, finding himself in danger of being encircled
by our converging forces, on the evening of October 2b
ordered his u,hole army to flee towards Yingkow, now
in Kuomintang hands. We were faced with the grave
situation of not being able to wipe out wholly and completely the Kuomintang troops in the Northeast. At this
crucial juncture, the commanders and fighters of our.
Northeast People's Liberation Army, following Chairman Mao's teachings on giving full play to their style of
fighting
no fear of fatigue, no fear of difficulty,
courage -in battle and continuous fighting
overcame
all obstacles and pursued this enemy force -at incredible
speed, overtaking and surrounding it on October 26 in a
narrow strip of 20 square kiLometres bounded on the
east by the Jaoyang River, on the west by Tahushan, on
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the north by Wuliangtien and on the south by Weichiawopeng. Further, while the enemy was in chaos, we
completed the separation of his troops on the battlefields. That very evening our army began large-scaIe
encirclement and annihilation of Liao's troops, first wiping out his army headquarters, which threw him into
sti1l greater disorder, and proceeding to wipe out the
encircled enemy units one by one. The morning of October 28 saw the complete annihilation of the enemy there
and the victorious conclusion of the second stage of the
Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign.
Immediately after destroying Liao Yao-hsiang's army
our Northeast Peop1e's Liberation Army responded to
Chairman l\{ao's instruction and started marching towards Shenyang and Yingkow. On November 1 it occupied urban Shenyang and the next day wiped out the
last enemy forces on the southern outskirts. The whole
city was liberated, u,'ith more than 140,000 enemy troops
put out of action. Even before our attack on Shenyang
Wei Li-huang, Commander-in-Chief of the Kuomintang
Northeast "Bandit Suppression" Headquarters, had fled
by plane, leaving his remnant forces to the commander
of the Kuomintang Bth Army, Chou Fu-cheng, whom
our army soon took prisoner. Simultaneously with our
liberation of Shenyang we recaptured Yingkow on November 2, wiping out over 10,000 enemy troops. The
headquarters staff of the Kuomintang 52nd Corps and
of a division together with three regiments had already
fled south by ship, only to be wiped out later in the
Shanghai campaign. The entire Liaohsi-Shenlang cam:
paign now ended.
Following the annihilation of the enemy troops at
Shenyang, those headed towards Chinchow from Chinhsi
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and Huiutao hastiiy withdrew to Hulutao, which is
bounded by the sea on three sides. There, making use
of the favourable terrain, they switched over to the
defensive until on November B some retreated to Tangku
and the rest to Shanghai by sea.

IV.

VICTORY IN THE LIAOHSI-SHENYANG CAMPAIGN
WAS A VICTORY FOR CHAIRMAN MAO'S
MILITARY LINE

Chairman Mao points out: ..The stage of aetion for a
military man is built upon objective material conditions,
but on that stage he can direct the perforrnance of ryrany
a drama, full of sound and colour, power and grandeur.,,
The Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign was such a drama in
the War of Liberation. Its director w-as the Chinese
people's great leader Chairman Mao Tsetung. It was
Chairman Mao whc, grasping the favourable opportunities, made the decision to launch the strategically decisive engagement in the Chinese People,s War of Liberation. It was Chairman Mao who proposed that our army
move south to the Peiping-Liaoning Railway, blockade
the Chiang Kai-shek forces in the Northeast and wipe
them out one by one. It was Chairman Mao who decided.
to concentrate our forces in attacking Chinchow first
while making preparations to destroy the enemy reinforcements from Shenyang. It was again Chairman Mao
who decided that, after capturing Chinchow, our forces
should quickly turn to surround and completely wipe

out Liao Yao-hsiang's army and then march immediately
on Shenyang and Yingkow. Chairman Mao's strategic
decision and concept of operations, combined with ihe
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Northeast army's and people's hard struggle, made possible the .great victory of the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign. Such is the historical truth. Lin Piao, who opposed Chairman Mao's instructions, committed a series
of Right-opportunist errors throughout the campaign.
He consistently piayed his Right-opportunist role, being
terrified of the enemy, hesitant to press forward, wavering and therefore making no positive contribution.
Lin Piao's bourgeois military line in the LiaohsiShenyang campaign found expression mainly in his
Right-opportunist overestimation of the enemy's strength
and underestimation of that of the people, which made
him waver and fear the strategically decisive engagement. He did not dare to march south to the PeipingLiaoning railway 1ine, thrust in between the Fu Tso-yi
and Wei Li-huang strategic groups for battle or to capture Chinchow. Chairman Mao '*ras referring mainly to
Lin Piao lr,"hen he stated in "The Concept of Operations
for the Peiping-Tientsin Campaign": "Some of our cornrades have suffered through overrating the enemy's
cornbat effectiveness." Lin's errors in the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign were corrected one after another by
Chairman Mao through struggle. "Without cornbating
and thoroughly overcoming these harmful tendencies
which damage the revolution and the revolutionary war,
it would be irnpossible to establish a correct line and win
victory in this war." Without the victory of Chairman
Mao's proletarian military line in its struggle against
Lin Piao's bourgeois military line, victory in the LiaohsiShenyang campaign would have been impossible.
The Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign showed how Lin
Piao's bourgeois military line catered wholly to the needs
of Chiang Kai-shek, chief representative of the big land57

lords and big bourgeoisie. I{erein lies its ultra-Right

essence. When the War of Liberation entered its third
year, Chiang Kai-shek was very hard pressed, especially
for time. Given time, he could pressgang more pecple
and organize his reactionary troops so that, with additional aid from U.S. imperialism, he could recoup militarily and start his civil war aII over again. Lin piao,s
bourgeois military line r,vas exactly tailored to fit this
need of Chiang Kai-shek for time. With our main force
in the Northeast under him, Lin hesitated and r,vavered
between Changchun and Shenyang for half a year,
presenting Chiang with haif a year to prepare his defences at Shenyang and along the Peiping-Liaoning Railway. By opposing Chairman Mao's instructions time and
again, Lin in effect was enabling the enerny to retreat
en masse to northern and central China. Had this happened, the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign would have failed, nor could the Huai-Hai and Peiping-Tientsin campaigns have proceeded smoothly. The entire War of
Libera,tion wotild have been set back.
The Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign as conceived and
commanded by Chairman Mao provides a wealth of experience, especially in putting out of action, on the spot
and one by one, powerful enemy groups by strategically
decisive battles. For example: 1) the experience of fighting, resolutely and in good time, strategically decisive'
battles when conditions are ripe, according to Chairman
Mao's operative principle of "fighting profitable decisive
engagements and avoiding unprofitalale ones"; 2) the experience of following the three principles regarding the
first battle (see p. 19), and of continuous fighting; 3) the
experience of all-round implementation of Chairman
Mao's ten major pr:inciples of operaiion in strategically
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decisive battles, especially the principle of concentrating
our forces to annihilate the enemy Iorces one by one, and
of combining lai:ge-scale mobile warfare rvith large-scale
positional warfare; 4) the experience of bringing the
power of political work into fu-Il play so as to guarantee
victory in the campaigns of a strategically decisive engagement; 5) the experience of mobilizing and organizing
the masses to support our army's operations. But the
fr-lndamental and most important experience as pointed
out by Chairman Mao in his articLe "On the Great Victory
in the Northwest and on the New Type of Ideological
Education ly'Iovement in the Liberation Army" is: "A
review of the whole situat'ron proves one truth. Frovided
we firrnly oppose conservatistn, fear of l.he enerny and
fear of difficulties, and provided we follow the general
strategy of the Central Comrnittee of the Farty and its
directive on tho ten rnajor principles of operation, we
can unfold our offensives, wipe out vast nunnbers of
enenoy troops and strike such blows at the forces of the
Chiang Kai-shek bandit gang that they can only parry
them for a time without being able to hit back, or that
they cannot even parry our blows and will be cornpletely
wiped ou.t, one after another."
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Army men: 200,000 from 2 arrnies of the Northern
China Field Army together with some regional forces,
PART TWO
THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN
TWO MILITARY LINES IN THE
PEIPING-TIENTSIN CAMPAIGN
The Peiping-Tientsin campaign, guided and commanded personatly by our great leader Chairman Mao, was
one of the three major campaigns in the strategically
decisive engagement during the Chinese People's War of
Liberation. "trIistory tells us that correct political and
military lines do not emerge and develop spontaneously and tranquilly, but only in the course of struggle."
There was fierce struggle between Chairman Mao's proletarian milibary line and the bourgeois military line
of Lin Piao in the Peiping-Tientsin campaign, and the
victory resulting from the former prevailing over the latter was another briiliant triumph for Ckrairman Mao's
military thinking and line.

I. A

SKETCH OF THE PEIPING-TIENTSIN CAMPAIGN.
AND ITS STRATEGIC SIGNIFICANCE

This campaign, mounted after the conclusion of the
Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign and during the victorious
course of the Huaj-Hai campaign, was a large-scale
offensive and gigantic v,/ar of annihilation. Taking part
in this campaign were 1 million People's Liberation
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and 800,000 from the 12 infantry columns, 1 special arms
column and 1 raiLway engineering column of the Northeast Field Army. On the enemy side were 600,000 men:
the 4 armies, with 13 corps, of Fu Tso-yi's group (which
at that time included some of Chiang Kai-shek's own
troops), together with some regional "peace preservation
corps." Of this enemy force, one corps of 40,000 men
was deployed in Kueisui while the other 12 corps of 44
divisions were scattered along the 500 kilometres from
Changchiakou in the west to Tangshan in the east.
The Peiping-Tientsin campaign lasted more than two
months and was carried out in three stages. The first
stage was from November 29, 1948, when the 3rd Army
of our Northern China Field Army arrived in the Changchial<ou area, to December 20, v,rhen our Northeast Field
Army cut the links between Peiping, Tientsin and Tangku. In this stage our troops chiefly followed the principle
of "encircling without attacking" and "cutting off without
encirclirug," the aim being to tie down Fu Tso-yi's troops
as lvell as Chiang Kai-shek's to prevent their escape. This
would win time for the main force of our Northeast
Field Army to move south of the Great Wall before our
strategic encircl.ement and tactical cutting off of the
enemy forces. In this stage our troops sr.lcceeded in cutting off and encircling the enemy at five isolated points
Changchiakou, Hsinpao-an, Feiping, Tientsin
-Tangku creating favourable conditions for wiping and
out
the encircled
enemy piecemeal.
In the second stage, from December 21, 1948 to
January 15, 1949, our army "pounded both ends and then

took the middle," wiping out the enemy forces in
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Hsinpao-an, Changchiakou and Tientsin and thus further
isolating Peiping.
In the third stage, January 16-31, 1g4g we combined
political with military offensive and forced the enemy in
Peiping to accept peaceful reorganization.
During the Peiping-Tientsin campaign we wiped out
and reorganized over 520,000 troops of Fu Tso-yi,s group
in northern China and liberated the major cities of peiping, Tientsin, Tangshan and Changchiakou. A1l of
northern China was now liberated except for the cities
of Taiyuan, Tatung, Hsinhsiang and Anyang, and a few
isolated points (Kueisui, for example) which we purposeIy passed over for the time being.
Like the other two campaigns (the Liaohsi-Shenyang
and the Huai-Hai), the Peiping-Tientsin campaign was of
great importance in the annals of the Chinese people,s
War of Liberation. With more than l.b million of its
troops wiped out in these three campaigns, the reactionary
Kuomintang regime was tottering and falling apart. As
Chairman Mao pointed out in his article ,,Why Do the
Badly Split Reactionaries Still Idly Clamour for ,Total
Peace'?" of February 15, 1g4g, "the reactionary Kuomintang rule is cotrlapsing rnore rapidly than was expected. It is only a little over four rnonths since the people's Liberation Arrny captured Tsinan and only a little
over three months since it captured Shenyang, but all thti
remnant forces of the Kuomintang in the military, political, economic, cultural and propaganda fields are already
hopelessly split and disintegrated. The gereeral collapse
of Kuomintang rule began rvith the Liaohsi-Shenyang
and Peiping-Tientsin carnpaigns on the northern front
and the lluai-Hai carnpaign on the souttrern fro rt. In less
than four months, from early October last year to the
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end of January this year, these three campaigns eost the
Krromintang a total of more than 1.54 rnillion men, including 144 entire divisions of its regular arrny. The
general collapse of Kuomintang rule is the inevitable outcorne of the great victories of the Chinese Feople,s War
of Liberation and of the revotrutionary movernent of the
Chinese people...." In the watrle of these three major
campaigns the People's Liberation Army, enthusiastically
responding to Chairman Mao's great call, '.Carry the revoltation through to the elad," and acting resolutely on
his "order to t[re arrny for the countrywide advance,"
switched over to strategic countrywide pursuit of the
enemy and, with the support of the people throughout the
country, quickly overthrew the Chiang Kai-shek regime.
These brilliant achievements bear out the wisdom of
Chairman Mao's time)y decision on launching the strategically decisive engagement in the Chinese People'e War
of Liberation.

II. THE WAR SITUATION tsEFORE
TIIE PEIPING-TIENTSIN CAMPAIGN.
THE NECESSITY AND FEASIBILITY
OF LAUNCHING IT WITHOUT DELAY
Victory in the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign and in the
in the nal,ionwicle military balance of forces between the enemy
and ourselves. The Kuomintang forces had been depleted
fi'otn the 3.65 million men of June 1948 to 2.9 mi11ion,
whilt: thc Peop1e's Liberation Army had grown frorn 2.8
million mr:n to more than 3 mil1ion. The military situation in thc country had reached "a new turning point."
othcr: theatres effected a fundamental change
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"The People's f,iberation .{rrny, long superior in quality,
has now become superior in numbers as well' This is a
sign that the victory of the Chinese revolution and the
rilization of peace in China are at hand"' In view of
this tremenclous change in the military situation, Chairrnan Mao now called on the whole Party, army and peo-

pression" Headquarters at Hsuchow, had been or were
in the process of being wiPed out.
The enemy forces in the northern China theatre, now
in an isolated and precarious position, were extremely
nervous. When, in the latter half of 1947 our troops there
switched over to the strategic counter-offensive and
offensive, Fu Tso-yi's troops were strategically placed
in a position of passive defence and had to dig-in at..a
number of points or along several lines' After the
switch-over7 our army between October 20 and 22 won
a signal victory in the battle of Chingfengtien, wiping
out more than 20,000 of the enemy's 3rd Ccrps troops'
' On November 6, it launched the battle of Shihchiachuang'
liberating this important city in northern China on November 12 and wiping ot-Lt another 20,000 enemy troops'
In the first half of 1948 anci a little later, our troops in
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northern China fought the Chahar-Suiyuan campaign
and mounted attacks in Jehol, Chahar, eastern Hopei
and northern Paoting on the northern front, wiping out
more than 40,000 enemy troops and lilcerating vast areas.
On the southern front, they conducted the battles of
Linfen and of central Shansi, wiping out over 120,000
enemy troops and botiling up the Kuomintang Shansi
troops under Yen Hsi-shan in the isolated cities of Taiyuan and Tatung. The whole of Shansi Province was
thus virtually liberated and the two large liberated areas

of Shansi-Chal-rar-Hopei and Shansi-Hopei-ShantungHonan were linked up as one contiguous whole.
In autumn 1948, under Chairman Mao's unified disposition, our troops in northern China sent part of their
main forces west to Suiyuan Frovince to co-ordinate with
our Northeast army in waging the Liaohsi-Shenyang
campaign. They liberated vast areas in Suiyuan and
severed tr'u Tso-yi's group from its rear in that province.
This forced Fu to dig in and defend a number of points
and. Iines along the three raih,vays branching out from
Peiping: in the east, Shanhaikuan, Chinwangtao, Luanhsien, Tangshan, Tangku, Tientsin and Feiping along the
Peiping-Liaoning Railway; in the south, points north of
Paoting on the northern section of the Peiping-Hankow
Railway; in the west, mainty Peiping, Hsuanhua and
Changchiakou along the Peiping-Suiyuan Railway. North
ol' Peiping, Fu defended mainly the line from Chengteh
to

Tungchow.

Although before the Peiping-Tientsin campaign Fu
Tso-yi's troops \,vere numerically superior to our northern
China units (Fu had 600,000 men against our 400,000,

only l-rall of whom comirrising two armies and some
regional forces could engage Fu), they were at a dis65

advantage strategically. Especially since Wei Li-huang's
troops in the Northeast had been wiped out and those of
Liu Chih in eastern China were being wiped out unit
after unit, tr'u was panicked all the more because he knew
that our Northeast Field Army would certainly move
south of the Great Wall bringing him under the strong
pressure of our Northern China and Northeast Field
Armies. Analysing the enemy situation in northern
China, Chairman Mao pointed out that "ttrrey are like
birds startled by the rnere twang of a bow-string"' This
description accurately reflected the enemy's inherent
weakness and the possibility of his attempting a retreat
at any moment.
However, as there were clashes of interest and numerous contradictions wil,hin his carnp, the enemy was ind.ecisive as to whether his troops in the Peiping-Tientsin
area should entrench there, or flee south of the Yangtze
River or possibly westward to Suiyuan. This predicament showed the deepening contradictions between U.S.
imperialism, Chiang Kai-shek and Fu Tso-yi.
U.S. imperialism, unwiliing lightly to give up the interests it had gained from its aggression against China,
feared that abandonment of northern China might pose
a serious threat to the Yangtze valley. It stood, therefore,
for holding on in Peiping and Tientsin in an attempt to
check our Northeast and Northern China Fie1d Armies
with Fu Tso-yi's troops so that it could support Chiang
Kai-shek in regrouping his forces in the south for a corleback. Consequently it promised Fu direct aid and military equipment, sending him 70,000 rifles anctr 200 million
rounds of ar.mmunition in an attempt to augment his
arms and stiffen his determination to defend the Peiping-

Tientsin area.
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When Wei Li-huang's troops had been wiped out in
the Northeast and Liu Chih's were being wiped out in
eastern China, Chiang Kai-shek at first intended to
transfer Fu Tso-yi's troops south to strengthen the
Yangtze front and protect the Nanking-Shanghai area,
centre of his reactionary ruJ.e. He offered Fu the post
of "governor-general of the Southeast" on condition that
he take his troops south. But Chiang later changed his
mind, mainly for the following reasons: 1) He saw that
U.S. imperialism was set on holding Peiping and Tientsin. If he defied his master's wish, it n-right become
d.ifficult for him to ohtain further U.S. military aid.
2) Fu Tso-yi was not willing to withdraw to the south
because he did not belong to Chiang's own faction'
3) There were not enough ships for 44 divisions to withdraw by sea, while withdrawal by land would be hindered by our troops' interception aII along the way. So
Chiang decided to sacrifice Fu to our army if necessary,
in order to gain time to reorganize his own forces and
strengthen the Yangtze front.
Fu Tso-yi also had his own calculations. He was afraid
that, not belonging to Chiang's own faction, his troops
might be taken over by the latter if he withdrew south'
His main idea was to flee west to Suiyuan and align with
I{u Tsung-nan in the Northwest for a last-ditch struggle.
Ilut on this he was still undecided for the following reasons: 1) U.S. imperialism counted on Fu firmly defending Pciping and Tientsin. 2) There were 24 divisions of
Chiirng's troops and only 20 divisions of Fu's own in the
Pciping-Tientsin area; Chiang wouLd never agree to Fu's
tlight. 3) Fu misjudged the situation. As Chairman
Mao has pointed out: "The eraerny alrvays underrates
the encrgy of our arrny and overrates his swn strength,
6?

though at the sanae tirne he is like a bird startled by the
nnere twang of a bow-string." Fu estimated that after
the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign our Northeast Field
Army would require at least 3-6 months' rest and consolidation before it could fight south of the Great WaIl.
During this interval, he reckoned, he could receive U.S.
aid to build up his forces. He worked out a two-stage
plan covering six months, In the first three months he
would recruit 200,000 men, in the second another 300,000,
so that building on his original troop strength he would
have a total of around one million men - about the
same, according to his estirlate, as the combined stlength
of our Northern China and Northeast Field Armies after
the latter had moved south of the Great WaIl. Fu Tso-yi
decided, therefore, to hotrd out in Peiping and Tientsin,
and not flee west to Suiyuan unless conditions dictated.
Early in November 1948, Chiang Kai-shek, Fu Tso-yi
and other Kuomintang generals met in a military conference at Nanking to discuss the defence of the PeipingTientsin area. After some open and behind-the-scenes
struggles they adopted the policy of "temporarily defending Feiping and Tientsin, holding on to the seaport, increasing strength and watching developments." They
wanted to hold on to the Tangku seaport to facilitate
their ',vithdrawal south when necessary, and also as a
port of entry for U.S. aid. "Watching developments"
meant following the changing situation in other parts of
the world (the Kuornintang reactionaries were then working hard to get the United States, Britain, France and the
Soviet Union to intervene in the Chinese revolution),
keeping a close watch on the trend of events in China
itself, and watching for our Northeast Field Armv's
advance south of the Great Watl. So it is clear that the
6B

enemy's policy remained one of preparing to flee while
keeping an eye on the situation.
In line with this policy, Chiang Kai-shek wanted Fu
Tso-yi to readjust his troop disposition and shorten his
lines of defence in order to concentrate his forces in the
Peiping-Tientsin-Tangshan triengle, i.e., to concentrate
them in the east to the neglect of the west. At the same

time Fu was allowed to recruit three more corps.
Chiang's intention was clear: If, after our Northeast
Fie1d Army had moved south of the Great WaIl, Fu's

troops could not hold out, he could make use of Tangku
and organize temporary defence to check our advance
and gain time for the Kuomintang troops' gradual withdrawal by sea.
But Fu did not act entirely according to Chiang's
wishes. He withdrew only the 13th and BGth corps from
Chengteh, Chinwangtao and Shanhaikuan to the Peiping-Tientsin area, and had all of Chiang's 24 divisions
in northern China deployed in the Peiping-TientsinTangshan triangle while stationing his own 20 divisions
between Peiping and Changchiakou. This meant that
Chiang's troops would have to take the brunt of our
Northeast army's advance along the Peiping-Liaoning
Railway to northern China while Fu's divisions could
move west to Suiyuan unscathed.
Having contracted his front, Fu revised his disposition
plan, dividing the Peiping-Tientsin-Changchiakou area
into three defence sectors. The first was the Changchial<ou sector with the city itself as centre and including
thcr Changpei-Wanchuan-Hsuanhua-Huai-an line, deIendcd by Fu's 11th Army headquarters, 1 corps headquarters and 7 divisions (brigades). The second was
the Peiping sector with 1 general headquarters, 2 army
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headquarters,6 corps headquarters and 20 divisions. The
third was the Tientsin-Tangku sector, defended mainly
by the Kuomintang Tientsin garrison headquarters and
the 17th Army, altogether 5 corps headquarters and 17
divisions. These formed a long, narrow strip of defence
extending 500 kilometres from Tangshan in the east to
Changchiakou in the west' This disposition for defending
a number of points and lines was very favourable to us
in carrying out the strategic encirclement and tactical
cutting apart of the enemy. (See Sketch Map 2')
From the above we can draw some conclusions:
1) The objective situation in the whole country and
the northern China theatre confronted us with the
strategic task of launching the Peiping-Tientsin campaign
swiftly and wiping out northern China's enemy troops
on the spot. For, "like birds startled by the mere twang of
a bow-string," the enemy was liable to flee, and his flight,
no matter where, was not in the interests of the rapid
liberation of the whole countrY.
2) We had favourable conditions to cary out this
task. First, with the enemy rapidly collapsing, we had
countrywide advantage. Second, with the whole of the
Northeast liberated, our entil:e Northeast Field Army
could march south of the Great WaIl to fight in the Peiping-Tientsin campaign. The combined strength of our
Northern China and Northeast Field Armies was absolutely superior to that of the enemy in Peiping and
Tientsin. Third, the five major Liberated Areas had in
the main been linked up, providing sufficient manpower,
material and financial backing for the Peiping-Tientsin
campaign. Fourth, the enemy in northern China was
hesitant and wavering, and his disposition over a long,
narrow strip could facilitate his being encircled and cut
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apart by the main units of our Northern China and Northeast Field Armies.
In a word, it was both necessary and possible, upon
the conclusion of the Liaohsi-Shenyang carnpaign and
while the Huai-Hai campaign was developing successfuIly, to start the Peiping-Tientsin campaign without
delay and wipe out the enemy in northern China on the
spot. It was on the basis of the favourable conditions
throughout the country and in the northern China theatre
in particular that our great leader Chairman Mao made
the timely and wise strategic decision that our Northeast
main force should move south of the Great WalI at an
early date so as to wipe out the enemy in northern China
and not allow him to get away.
As commander of the Northeast Field Army, the renegade and traitor Lin Piao, however, took a Rightopportunist stand.and brazenly opposed Chairman Mao's
wise decision. At critical junctures and on key questions
concerning the Peiping-Tientsin campaign, Lin repeatedly defied the instructions of Chairman Mao, the Party
Central Committee and its Revolr.rtionary Military Commission. Had it not been for Chairman Mao's prompt
and resolute measures to overcome Lin's mistakes, the
Peiping-Tientsin campaign would have failed, delaying
l,he countrywide victory. Lin Piao's mistakes and criminal acts in this campaign were irrefutable.

III.

MAJOR ISSUES IN THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN
TWO MILITARY LINES IN THE
PEtrPING-TIENTSIN CAMPAIGN

lflrc struggle between Chairman Mao's proletarian

nrilitary line and the bourgeois miiitary line of Lin Piao
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Peiping-Tientsin campaign focused on whether
or not we should launch the campaign quickly and by
surprise, wipe out the enemy forces in northern China
on the spot and so win complete victory in the strategically decisive engagement as a whoIe. Specifically, it
conterned three questions: Should our Northeast Field
Army move south of the Great WalI as soon as possible?
Should it move under cover? Should the principle of
"encircling without attacking" and "cutting off without
encircling" be followed during the first stage of the campaign so as quickly to accomplish the strategic encirclement and tactical cutting apart of the enemy forces in
the Peiping-Tientsin area?

in the

1. LIN PIAO OPPOSED CHAIRMAN MAO'S INSTRUCTION
THAT OUR NORTHEAST FIELD ARMY
MOVE SOUTH OF THE GREAT WALL

AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

To overthrow Chiang Kai-shek and liberate the whole
country at the earliest possible date, Chairman Mao, with
great foresight and the entire situation in mind, boldly
decided swiftly to follow up the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign and the successful development of the Huai-Hai
campaign with the launching of the Peiping-Tientsin
campaign. Chairman Mao issued a series of instructions
scientifically analysing the whole country's military and
political situation and putting forward the concept of
operations that called for pinning down the enemy forces
in the Peiping-Tientsin area and completely annihilating
them on the spot. He made a well-considered disposition
plan for the campaign and adopted brilliant measures
that ensured the overall victory of the strategic decisive
engagement.
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On the eve of the Peiping-Tientsin campaign, the reac-

tionary Kuomintang government was already on the
brink of all-round military, political and economic collapse, and this prompted Chiang Kai-shek to think about
strengthening his defences along the Yangtze River front.

To do this, there was only the Kuomintang strategic
army group in northern China available for transfer,
more specifically the 24 divisions of Chiang's own faction, while none of the other three Kuomintang strategic
groups could be transferred, certainly not immediately.
For Liu Chih's group in eastern China was being surrounded and wiped out, Hu Tsung-nan's group in northwestern China had all it could do trying to defend Szechuan and southwestern China, and Pai Chung-hsi's
central China group was mainly deployed around Wuhan
to defend the middle Yangtze valley. On the other hand,
any southward withdrawal of Fu Tso-yi's group en bloc
was bound to meet with Fu's oppositr,on, besides being
difficult from the aspect of transporting so many troops
by sea in a short period. Chiang Kai-shek's 24 personal
divisions were therefore the only units that could be
trans-shipped from northern China to the Yangtze River
front.
As for the enemy forces in northern China, they faced
three alternatives: 1) entrench in the Peiping-Tientsin
area; 2) Chiang Kai-shek's 24 divisions withdraw to the
Nanking area and Fu Tso-yi's 20 divisions flee west to
Suiyuan; 3) Chiang's and Fu's divisions both withdraw
to the Nanking area.
Their first alternative would be the most advantageous
tc us. Chairman Mao and the Party Central Committee
Revolutionar;z Military Commission emphasized that the
overall situation demanded our tying down the whole
d,
IJ

of Fu Tso-yi's group in northern China and wiping it out
there. This would facilitate the move of the main force
of our Northeast Field Army to northern China and hasten the collapse of the Chiang Kai-shek bandit regime
by preventing its organizing defences south of the
Yangtze. And, while the enemy's escape south or west
might enable us to tatrre the Peiping-Tientsin area without a fight, it could only harm the further development
of the War of Liberation.
But neither were our own forces in northern China
adequate to tie down and wipe out on the spot both
Chiang's and Fu's forces there. The 1st Army of our
Northern China Field Army, which consisted of three
armies at that time, was encircling and destroying Yen
Hsi-shan's forces in the Taiyuan area. Available for
action in the Peiping-Tientsin campaign were only the
2nd Army (in the Chuyang area) and the 3rd Army
(which was encircling Kueisui), plus the advance army
(two columns, already in the Chihsien-Yutien area) of
our Northeast Fietd Army, freshly arrived in the northern
China theatre. These two northern China armies of ours
were insufficient to prevent the flight of Fu's 20 divisions west to Suiyuan, should he so decide, to say nothing of intercepting and v'ziping out their main forces.
Moreover, our 2nd. Army in northern China and advance
army from the Northeast could not stop Chiang's 24
divisions either, should they concentrate around Tientsin and Tangku and then slip out south by sea. And,
if Fu's forces fled west, Chiang's would certainly flee
south at the same time. The circumstances demanded
that we lose no time in increasing our forces in the
northern China theatre to wipe out the enemy there'
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Our Northeast Field Army must move quickly south of
the Great WalI.
As Marx and Engels pointed out in their article "Russell's Resignation-On the Krim Incident"i ". .. Time
is victory in war. To let the favourable moment slip
when a superior force can be thrown against the enemy
is the biggest mistake that can be rnade in waging warfare." Chairman Mao and the Party Central Committee
Revolutionary Military Commission made the timely
decision that after the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign the
main force of our Northeast army should postpone rest
and consolidation and move at once south of the Great
Wall for the strategic encirclement and tactical cutting
off of the enemy in northern China, resting and consolidating only after this task was ascomplished. The
enemy should be destroyed piecemeal when our disposition was finalized. This entirely correct decision was
the first prerequisite to annihilating the enemy forces in
northern China wholIy and on the spot.
Chairman Mao and the Party Central Committee Revolutionary Military Commission issued a series of instructions for the Northeast Field Army to move without
delay south of the Great WaIl so that we could form a
powerful, superior force in preparation of the timely
launching of the Peiping-Tientsin campaign. In latter
October 1948, i.e., before the conclusion of the LiaohsiShenyang campaign, Chairman Mao had already instructed Lin Piao that, while sending the Northeast Field
Army's 4th and 11th columns, then in the Chinchow
area, south of the Great WaIl as advance party, he should
prepare ideoiogically, organizationally and materially
for our main force to follow south. Chairman Mao pointed out that the task set at the meeting of the Party Cen75

tral Committee Political Bureau in September 1948,
narnely, to build an army of 5 million, annihilate 500
brigades of the enemy's regular forces and completely
overthrow the Kuomintang regime in about five years

(from JuIy 1946), might possibly be accomplished one
year earlier, since the war was developing at great speed'
Chairman Mao speciaily ordered Lin Piao to hasten
preparations and spread this idea amor-rg cadres. He also
ordered the repair within one month of the ShenyangChinchow and Changwu-Ihsien-Chengteh railways, as
well as the main highways in Jehol Province and eastern
Hopei, to facilitate military transport and the delivery
of grain and ammunition to the front in anticipation of
the forthcoming campaign. Then again, on November
16, Chairman Mao instructed Lin Piao to send the Northeast main force south of the Great WalI as soon as possible and encircle Tientsin, Tangku and Tangshan, resting
and consolidating only after this was done so as to prevent the enemy's escape by sea. The Revolutionary
Military Commission subsequentiy set the date for the
southward advance at about November 25. Chairman
Mao's instructions were made in the light of the overall
war situation and the actual conditions of our Northeast
army, correctly handling the relationship between the
whole and the part. The Northeast Field Army, having
just fought the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign, in fact needed rest, consolidation and replacement. If it took time
out for these before moving south of the Great Wa1I,
however, the enemy in northern China would 1ikeIy have
fled, our forces there being insufficient to stop him from
doing so. OnIy by following Chairman Mao's instructions could we seize the initiative and, with thorough
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preparation, launch the attack according

to our

own

schedule.

But Lin Piao, taking a Right-opportunist stand, turned
a deaf ear to Chairman Mao's instructions and countered
them with passive resistance. He made no preparations
whatsoever. Overestimation of the strength of the enemy
and underestimation of that of the people blinded him
to the imminent doom of Chiang Kai-shek's reactionary
ru1e, to the earlier-than-expected victory of the War of
Liberation, and to the benefit to the overall situation the
wiping out of the northern China enemy troops on the
spot would bring. He dared not seize early nationwide
victory by fighting continuously and Iaunching the Peiping-Tientsin campaign at the earliest possible date.
Chairman Mao says: "!Ve are for decisive engagernents whenever circumstances are favourable, whether
in battles or in major or minor campaigns, and in this
respect we should never tolerate passivity." But Lin
Piao invented various excuses and held the army back
and away from battle in opposition to Chairman Mao's
instructions for the Northeast army's main force to
advance south of the Great WaI1 as soon as possible.
Chairman Mao then sternly instructed Lin Piao to
order aI1 columns to complete preparations within one or
two days so that on November 2l or 22 tlne whole Northeast army, or at least eight co umns, could advance at
the double and by the shortest route and surround Tangshan, Tangku and Tientsin before the enemy knew it, so
as to prevent his escape.
Repeatedly and sternly ordered and urged by Chairman Mao and the Revolutionary Military Commission,
Lin Piao agreed, if reluctantly, on November 19 to send
the Northeast main force south. On the 20th he asked

for a day's grace, schedutring the operation for the 23rd.
Fully 20 ciays (from the end of October, when Chairman
Mao ordered him to prepare ideologically, organizationally and materially, to November 19, when he grudgingtry
agreed) had elapsed, during which time Lin had made
no preparations at all for our army's march to northern
China. His resistance and procrastination seriously
affected our troops' actions. Some units set out hastily
after the simplest mobilization, some held a cadres'
meeting and started out with no mobilization, and some
mobilized only on the march.
Lin Piao made all sorts of excuses in justification.
"Fighters who live in the Northeast are afraid of going
so far from home, while some cadres are beginning to
think of a life of ease and comfort," drivelled he, slandering to the hilt the commanders and fighters of our Nortireast Field Army. Lin regarded them as short-sighted
"inferior men" only caring for "oi1, sa1t, sauce, vinegar
and firewood" and "wife, sons and daughters," thinking
only of self and not of making revolution, and having
no revolutionary aspirations at all. He sang in complete
unison with Confucius' nonsense that "the highest are
the wise and the lowest are the stupid," that "the superior man thinks in terms of righteousness, the inferior
man in terms of gain," that "the superior man is concerned with virtue, the inferior man with farming; the
superior man is concerned with 1aw, the inferior man
with benefits," etc., etc. In fact, the commanders and
fighters of the Northeast Fielcl Army had very high class
consciousness. Many were emancipated peasants who
had joined the people's army to defend the fruits of victory, and their political awareness had been further
raised as a result of a new type of ideological education
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movement in the army. Encouraged by the excellent
situation in the strategically decisive engagement and
by the victory of the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign, the
comuranders and fighters enthusiastically responded to
Chairman Mao's great call, "Overthrow Chiang Kai-shek
and liberate all China!" They were most eager to move
south of the Great Watrl and join the battie to liberate
northern China and the whole country.
In spite of Lin Piao's obstruction which led to inadequate mobilization and hasty preparation, the Northeast
tr'ield Army started marching immediately to northern
China upon receipt of the order from Chairman Mao and
the Revolutionary Military Commission. The various
columns set out between November 23 and 26, marching
continuously. In the highest of spirits, they covered 500750 kilometres at top speed and arrived at the PeipingTientsin front in 15-20 days or more, sooner than estimated by the Revolutionary Military Commission. This
fu1ly demonstrated the high class consciousness of our
commanders and fighters, and their determination to
carry out Chairman Mao's instructions. And the same
applied to the people of the Northeast Liberated Area,
who gave full support to the army in its southward
advance, the 150,000 civilian workers arriving at the
Peiping-Tientsin front on schedule. Reporting to the
Revolutionary Military Commission on January 1, 1949,
the Northeast Fietrd Army headquarters stated: "Our
vanguard units set out on November 23 and all units of
the army had arrived in eastern Hopei rvithin a month.
They were able to begin operations without rest and
consolidation as they were well supplied all along the
route of march and maintained excellent morale in the
victorious situation."

But Lin Piao complained: "The filling in of our ranks

by new recruits and captured Kuornintang soldiers is
not yet completed, and it will take a fairly long time to
educate l,he liberated soldiers. Desertions and depletion
will be even more serious in these circumstances." What
a dark picture Lin drew oI our Northeast army! The
gist of this rvas that unless work was done over a fair1y
long period "desertions and deplction will be even rnore
serious" when our troops started their southward march,

that it would be impossible to lead the troops to the

northern China theatre and therefore out of the question
for them to join the Peiping-Tientsin campaign.
What ,'vere the facts? In the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign our army won great victories with few casualties.
Replacement was very quickly completed, drawing in
new recruits and liberated Kuomintang soldiers. The
Northeast Field Army added 170,000 men to its ranlis,
of whom 110,000 were liberated from the defeated Kuomintang units and 60,000 were emancipated peasants
who had newly joined our army. Together, these constituted 21 per cent, of the 800,000 Northeast troops entering northern China. Even with the large influx of
new elements, and despite Lin Piao's obstruction and
sabotage and resultant lack of mobilization, the morale
of our troops soared, thanks to the correct leadership
of Chairman Mao and the Party Central Committee, and
to the encouragement engendered by the victorious situation. They arrived at the Feiping-Tientsin front after
their iong march, with negligible non-combat depietion
and none of the dire consequences Lin had predicted.
Deliberately exag-gerating difficulties, Lin Piao also
said: "The army has not been issued cotton-padded overcoats, caps and shoes for winter." It is true that due to
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continuous fighting in the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign
some troops had noi yet been issued winter clothing, but

this was not an insurmountable obstacle in the way of
the army's moving south of the Great Wall. Transport
means and capacity of the Northeast Field Army and the
Northeast Liberated Area at that time were sufficient
to ensure supply for the military operations, and the
needed winter clothing could be quickly sent to the
troops on the march.
Two railways were available for the Northeast army's
move south: the Peiping-Liaoning line and the Chang-

line. The former had been damaged
in the fighting, but with the Northeast Field Army's

wu-Ihsien-Chengteh

Railway Engineering Co1umn and available local railway
workers, the line could be repaired without delay. And
in fact this was done. As a leading comrade then working in the Northeast reported to the Revolutionary Military Commission on November 23, 1948: "The Chinchow-Shanhaikuan section of the Peiping-Liaoning
Railway is under repair up to Hsingcheng, and the work
can be completed up to Shanhaikuan within this month'
After the troops move south of the Great WaIl, the repair work there can be undertaken by two detachments.
The Harbin-Tungliao-Changwu-Hsinlitun-Chinchow line
is already open, and the section from Shenyang to
Hsinlitun will be open by the end of this month. Four to
six trains (each of 25-30 waggons of 30-ton capacity) can
travel the Chinchorn -Shanhaikuan section every duy,
barring enemy planes' damaging the line. We are now
planning to organize sea transport from Yingkow, Hulutao and Talien as an auxiliary measure."
From this it can be seen that rail transport was available straight through from Harbin to Shanhaikuan
B1

already by the end of November 1948. There were highways in addition. Besides the railways with a daily
capacity of 3,000-5,400 tons of freight for the front,
trucks, mule and hor:se carts and civilian labour provided
tremendous transport facility. We had 3,000 trucks at
our disposal (1,000 from three transport regiments of
the Northeast Field Army's logistics department and
2,000 mobilized locallv), 8,000 animal-drawn carts,
140,000 draught animals (including the 100,000 belonging
to the army) and 150,000 civilian workers. In addition,
the Eastern ltropei Liberated Area in northern China
organized 5,000 carts to accompany the troops. Available
transport, therefore, was entirely adequate to ensure
supplies to the Northeast army on the march' Actua1ly,
in the movement south to the Peiping-Tientsin front, 500
waggonloads of provisions and 420 waggonloads of ammunition and military equipment were transported to
the Chinchow-Shanhaikuan area by rail, while 30,000
barrels of oil, and cotton-padded caps, shoes and overcoats, besides miscellaneous supplies, were also speedily
del.ivered.

In a word, while Chairman Mao repeatedly stressed
our Northeast Field Army main force's taking the shortest route and proceeding at top speed south of the Great
Wall to meet the need of grasping the favourable moment and concentrating a superior force to speedilJz
encircle the enemy in the Peiping-Tientsin area and
completely wipe him out, Lin Piao, who had no faith in
people's war or a people's army, invented all kinds of pretexts to withhotd troops from action and time and again
put off the southward advance. This meant letting slip
the favourable moment, giving the enemy a chance to
escape and thus sabotaging Chairman Mao's strategic

for the on-the-spot annihilation of the enemy in
northern China.

decision

LIN PIAO RESISTED CHAIRMAN MAO'S

ORDER

FOR OUR REAR UNITS NOT TO TAKE
THE SHANHAIKUAN ROUTE IN THEIR
SOUTHWARD ADVANCE

Chairman Mao had repeatedly indicated the necessity
of grasping the war situation as a whole and making the
subjective direction of war correspond to the objective
conditions. He said that "victory or defeat in a war is first
and forerm.ost a question of whettrer the situation as a
w'ho,le and its various stages are properly taken into account." "What is rnost irnportant for the person in overall
command is to concentrate on attending to the war situation as a whole." The enemy forces in northern China, in
a state of nerves by now, remained temporarily in the
Peiping-Tientsin area to watch developments, especially
the movements of our Northeast Field Army, but ready
to flee at any mornent. On our side, it would take 20-30
days for our Northeast forces to move from Chinchow,
Shenyang and Yingkow to the Peiping-Tientsin front
. and complete the encirclement of the enemy troops there.
Our pinning down these enemy troops in the meantime
was the second prerequisite to complete victory in the
Peiping-Tientsin campaign.
In order to tie down the enemy so that we could launch
the Peiping-Tientsin campaign by surprise and wipe him
out, Chairman Mao and the Party Central Committee
Revolutionary Military Commission took the following
strategic measures: In the northern China theatre the
lst Army was ordered to postpone its attack on Taiyuan,
the 3rd Army to break up its encirclement of Kueisui

and concentrate around Chining, and the 'ith Column to
keep a close watch on the enemy forces at Paoting but
not wipe them out. Instructions were subsequently issued to our northern China units to use the enemy's
stalling tactics and agrec to nr:gotiate with him. In the
eastern China theatle, the following order was given to
the Eastern China and Central Plains Field Armies:
.A.fter ttrey have wiped out Huang \Mei's arrny, to
".
spare the rernainder of Tu Yu-ming's arrnies under Chiu
Ching-chuan, Li Mi and Sun Yuan-liang (about half of
which Ieave alreartry been destroyed) and for two weeks
to make no dispositions for their final annihilation."
Meanwhile, to prevent the enemy in the Peiping-Tientsin
area from fleeing towards Tsingtao, the order was also
given for "our troops in Shantung to mass certain forces
to control a section of the Yellow tsiver near Tsinan ancl
to make preparations along the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway." Of the many measures ordered by Chairman Mao
for pinning down the enemy, the most important was
that the Northeast Field Army should move south of the
Great WalI under cover, preventing premature discovery
by the enemy.
To conceal this strategic objective and quickly and
unexpectedly move our Northeast army to the PeipingTientsin front, Chairman Mao issued instructions to Lih
Piao at the start of our Northeast main force's southward
advance stressing ttrat every unit, to maintain strict
concealment, shoulC proceed to eastern Hopei through
the passes of Lengkou and Hsiferrgkou in Jehol and not
take the Shanhaikuan route. Chairman Mao subsequent1y instructed the rear units and the headquarters of the
Northeast l-ieId Army also not to go by way of ShanB4
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haikuan. The enemy had miscalculated that after fighting the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign our Northeast army
would take 3-6 months to rest and consoliclate before
moving in'uo northern China; also that it must pass
through Shanhaikuan. One enemy corps therefore remained at Shanhaikuan to tie down our main force and
gain time for the Kuomintang's main forces to flee or
else hold their positions. Our not taking the Shanhaikuan route was for the specific purpose of misleading
the enemy and launching a surprise attack.
The route charted. by Chairman Mao for the southward ad.vance of the Northeast tr'ield Army was mainly
through the Hopei-Jehol-Liaoning Liberated Area where
the masses had the political consciousness to give effective support to our troops and also keep the movement
secret. We could ensure concealment in this rnountainous base area with hidden paths so long as our trotlps
strictly observed the instruction to march at night and
rest by day. The enemy would not discover oLlr southward
movement until it was a fait accompli. This route was
moreover the shortest, and as soon as our troops passed
Lengkou and Hsifengkou they could swiftly thrust between Peiping and Tientsin, cutting these two enemyheld cities apart. T'his would facilitate our tactical deployment and the encirclement and separation of the enemy
units. It was the icleal route for our troops' concealed
march south to wipe out all the enemy forces where
they were.
But disregarding the overall situation and flouting
organizational discipline, tr in Piao disobeyed instructions,
reporting what he had done only afterwards. He displayed the rankest arrogance by ordering the three rear
columns to move along the Feiping-Liaoning Railway
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and enter northern China through Shanhaikuan, reporting his action to the Revolutionary Military Commission
on December 7, two days later. Lin Piao's route took
the troops mainly through areas newly liberated in the
Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign and alclng the railway and
highways on the plain. As this route passed through
areas carefully scouted by the enemy, with many released
captives and straggling Kuomintang soldiers fleeing
south of the Great Wa11, military secrecy was scarcely
possible. Especia1ly, our three columns pressing to the
east of Tangshan would liketry put the already nervous
enemy to flight. This was a serious matter sabotaging
Chairman Mao's decision on the strategically decisive
engagement.

In arbitrarily changing the route, Lin Piao gave two
lame excuses for his recalcitrance and resistance to the
Party's centralized leadership. One was that the route
through Jeho1 to eastern Hopei was too sparsely populated to support so many troops passing through, indicating his worry about finding enough food and quarters
there. The other was that the enemy planes reconnoitring and raiding day and night would make it impossible to keep secret the movement of our masses of
troops over a Iong distance.
But what rvere the facts? As to provisions, a leading
comrade working in the Northeast at that time reporteh
to the Party Central Comrnittee that eastern Hopei alone
had adequate grain and fodder for two months' consumption by a million people and 100,000 head of livestock
respectively, that this area as well as Jehol had been
requested by telegram to prepare still more grain and
fodder, and that part of the supplies on hand in northeastern China had already been sent to Changwu, Ihsien
B6

and Hsinlitun, the rest to be transported following the
troops. Furthermore, the report said, the Northeast
Liberated Area had allocated 500,000 silver dollars to
meet emergency expenses of the troops on the march'
A11 this proves beyond doubt that provisioning and billeting posed no serious difficulty for the troops passing
through Jehol to eastern Hopei' As a matter of fact, the
nine columns that did take this route encountered no big
supply problem. Later, in a report to the Party Central
Committee, the Northeast Field Army headquarters also
said: "As provisions were well prepared all along the
way, we had no difficulty in this respect." Lin Piao's
excuse was only a flimsy cover for his blunders.
Concerning secrecy, there have been numerous instances in history of success in this respect in major military actions. DurJ.ng the period of the Agrarian Revo1utionary War (1927-37), at the critical moment when our
great leader Chairman Mao was directing the operations
to foil the enemy's second and third "encirclement and
suppression" campaigns against the Central Soviet Area,
our army, with the support of the people in the base
a most favourable condition - moved between
areas
enerny lines in gaps of 10-20 kilometres without being
discovered. Especially during the third counter-campaign
against "encirclement and suppression," after the three
battles at Lientang, l,iangtsun and Huangpi, our troops
returning from the east to the west passed through
a 10-kilometre gap between enemy lines and reached
Hsingkuo where they rested and consolidated for half a
month before the enemy discovered them. Likewise, in
our present case, the Hopei-Jeho1-Liaoning route would
take our Northeast army through an oLd liberated area
where popular support was no less good. So why couldn't

the secret be kept? In fact, with our commanders and
fighters acting on Chairman Mao's instruction of marching at night and resting in thc daytime, the Kuomintang
planes gained nothing from their reconnoitring and
bombing of the Hopei-Jehol-Liaoning Liberated Area,
and for a Iairly long time the enemy failed to ]ocate our
troops. On December' 5, even upon discovering our 3rd
and 5th columns along the Great Wall, the enemy did
not expect that our Northeasl main force would quickly
pass through it. OnIy on December 12 did Fu Tso-yi
discover our main force, already south of the Great WaIl.
By then our forces had separated and encircled the
enemy's basic units along the Peiping-Changchiakou railway line, and it was too late for them to escape. Here
again, Lin Piao's allegation concerning the possibility
of secrecy being kept in the movement of a large force
was proved mere sophistry.
The possibility of pinning down and annihilating the
enemy where he was hinged on our Northeast main force
not taking the Shanhaikuan route, for only thus could it
move to the Peiping-Tientsin front under cover and cut
apart, encircle and wipe out the enemy forces there by
surprise. Sending the three rear columns through Shanhaikuan regardless of the danger of exposing our army's
movement, as Lin Piao had arbitrarily decided, could
have alerted the enemy and sabotaged Chairman Mao's
strategic plan. Only because our troops conscientiously
carried out the measures outlined by Chairman Mao for
tying down the enemy; because the Northeast Field
Army's commanders and fighters strictly observed Chairman Mao's instructions to move under cover and so kept
the secret for more than 20 days; particularly because,
after the Northeast main force started moving, Chairman
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Mao ordered the 2nd and 3rd armies of northern China
and the Northeast advance army to begin operations
along the Peiping-Changchiakou railway line, making
the enemy in the Peiping-Tientsin area reinforce the
west and cutting and encircling Fu Tso-yi's core units
so that he would scarcely be able to take care of the east
and still less to abandon his own troops and flee south;
because the enemy wrongly assessed the situation
it
was only because of all this that no serious consequences
followed.
3. LIN PIAO WRONGLY INSISTED

ON

ATTACKING NANKOW FIRST

Cur army takes war of annihilation as its basic policy.
Chairman Mao says: "A battle in which the enemy is
routed is not basically decisive in a contest with a foe of
great strength. A battle of annihilation, on the other
hand, produces a great and imrnediate impact on any
enemy." Fight a battle merely to rout the enemy2 or a
battle to annihilate him? This was another important
question in the struggle between the two military lines
in the Peiping-Tientsin campaign.
The thrust of the concept of operations formulated by
Chairman Mao for the Peiping-Tientsin campaign and
of the series of his other instructions was to wipe out the
enemy forces in the Peiping-Tientsin area, on the spot,
and Iock, stock and barrel. To achieve this, Chairman
Mao took into accou-nt the possibility of the enemy fleeing southward or westward and ordered two armies of
the Northern China Field Army and the Northeast Field
Army's advance army (two columns) to encircle and separate the enemy forces along the Peiping-Changchiakou
railway Iine west of Peiping. He also emphasized strongly

that after advancing south of the Great WalI ttre main
force of the Northeast Field Army should first cut the
link between the enemy forces in the Peiping-Tientsin
area and block their escape route by sea' This was the
third prerequisite to wiping out the enemy on the spot'
From mid-Novembcr to carlY December 1948, ChairmanMaoissuedtheNorthernChinaandNortlreastField
Armies a number of instructions' First, the Northern

opportune moment, i'e., after our Northeast main force
advanced south of the Great Wall' Chairman Mao stressed the importance here of encirclement over annihilation
so as to induce the enemy in the east to send reinforcements westward. Chairman Mao more than once instructed Lin Piao even before the arrival of the Northeast
main force south of the Great WalI that it should bottle
up the enemy in Tientsin, Tangku and Tangshan by surprl.e and cui off his escape route by sea' On November
26 Ch.ir*"n Mao more specifically pointed out that the
first battle the Northeast main force should fight south
of the Great WaII should be around Langfang along the
Peiping-Tientsin railway line in order to cut the contact
between these two cities. Some units should meanwhile
be deployed to surround Tangshqn, preventing the flight
there. The second task was to attack and
of ttre
"r"*y
wipe out the Kuomintang troops in Lutai and Tangku
to forestall the enemy's escape by sea.
Taking a Right-opportunist stand, Lin Piao resisted
these instructions and on December 7, when the 3rd and

5th columns, vanguard uni.ts of the Northeast Fieicl
Army's main force, arrived at the Chihsien-Yutien area,
he proposed sending them to attack the enemy's 16th
Corps at Nankow.
Chairman Mao promptly refuted Lin Piao's wrong idea,
pointing out how it did not serve the overall pl.an. Fu
Tso-yi had 15 divisions including one cavalry division
concentrated in and around Peiping, Chohsien, Tungchow, Shunyi and Nankow. If, in addition to our two
advance Northeast colurnns already deployed along the
Kangchuang-Pataling line, we were to send another two
colurnns to attach and wipe out the enemy's 16th Corps
at Nankow before cutting the link between Peiping and
Tientsin, the enemy in the Peiping area would likely
feel forced to flee at once to Tientsin and Tangku. Chairman Mao stressed once again that the main concern was
that the enemy might escape by sea, and that the primary task of the Northeast Field Army was to prevent
the enemy in the Peiping area from fleeing to Tjentsin.
For this purpose, four columns needed to be sent to take
the Langfang-Hsiangho line, severing Peiping from
Tientsin. Therefore, Chairman Mao told Lin Piao that
he should wait for the arrival of the follow-up units and
then implement the plan of cutting all contact between
Peiping and Tientsin, encircling Tangshan and attacking
and wiping out the enemy in Lutai and Tangku.
But Lin Fiao stuck to his own wrong idea and refused
to carry out Chairman Mao's instructions. Again despicabIy acting first and reporting afterwards, he ordered the
Srd and Sth columns to rush to Nankow to wipe out the
enemy forces there and in the vicinity, Chairman Mao
immediately telegraphed l-in Fiao to stop his operation. Apart from explaining in detail why Nankow
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should not be attacked, Chairman Mao comprehensively expounded, in a long telegram of December
11, the concept of operations for the Peiping-Tientsin
campaign and the series of strategic dispositions for
carrying it out. In this document entitled "The Concept
of Operations f or the Peiping-Tientsin Campaign,"
Chairman Mao pointed out explicilly: "The main or the
only concern is that the enemy might flee by sea. Therefore, in the coming two weeks the general method should
be to encircle without attacking or to cut off without encircling." He also said: "In the two weeks beginning
from today (December 11-25), the basic principle is to
encircle without attacking (in the case of Changchiakou
and Hsinpao-an) and, in some cases, to cut off without
encircling (in the case of Peiping, Tientsin and Tungchow, to make only a strategic encirclement and cut the
links between the enerny f,orces, but not to rnake a tactical encirclernent) in order to wait for the completion of
our dispositions and then wipe out the enemy forces one
by one. In particular, you must not wipe out all the
enemy forces at Changchiakou, Hsinpao-an and Nankow
because that would cornpel the enemy east of Nankow to
rnake a quick decision to bolt. Please make sure yotl
understand this point."
Concerning Lin Piao's Right-opportunist thinking,
Chairman Mao said that the enemy forces except.
certain divisions which "still have a fairly high combat
have
effectiveness f,or the defence of fortified positions
little offensive spirit; they are like birds startled by the
mere twang of a bow-string. This is especially the case
since you advanced south of the Great Wall. You should
on no account overrate the enemy's courbat effectiveness.
Sorne of our comrades have sufferEd through overrating
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the enemy's combat effectiveness, . . ." T'his hit the nail
on the head as far as Lin Piao was concerned. Precisely
because he overrated the enemy troops' combat effectiveness and feared that shouid he try to cut off communication between Peiping and Tientsin he might come under
the pincer attack by the Kuomintang forces in these two
cities, he insisted instead on sending two columns, the 3rd
and 5th, to attack the enemy's 16th Corps at Nankow
and drive the enemy out of the Peiping area. In fact
the enemy dared not launch, nor could he muster enough
strength to launch, any pincer attack against us. The
headquarters of Fu Tso-yi's 11th Army and the Kuomintang 105th Corps were already sealed up in Changchiakou by our northern China 3rd Army; Fu's "crack"
35th Corps was being encircled in llsinpao-an by our
northern China 2nd Army; the enemy 104th and 16th
corps at Huailai and Kangchuang were being pursued and
wiped out by our two Northeast advance columns. In
order to rescue his encircled troops and strengthen the
defence of Peiping, Fu Tso-yi dispatched three corps,
the 92nd, 94th and 62nd, fro n around Tientsin and
Tangku to west of Feiping, leaving the B6th and BTth
corps to defend the Tientsin-Tangku-Tangshan area.
He, in fact, had no forces left to attack us with. As for
our troops, in addition to the 3rd and 5th columns which
had already arrived in the Chihsien-Yutien area, the
6th Column was already at Hsifengkou and the vanguard
division of our 10th Column had reached the vicinity of
Yutien by December 7. The latter two columns and our
northern China 7th Column south of Chohsien were all
in a position and fully able to cut the links between Peiping and Tientsin. In actual fact, the enemy in Peiping
and Tientsin did not engage us in a pincer attack when
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the 3rd, 6th and 10th columns of our Northeast Field
Army came out to ct-tt the Langfang-Hsiangho line. Lin
Piao proved a rank Right opportunist who, overrating
the enemy's combat ef{ectiveness, looked upon him as
terrifying as a tiger and dared not attempt the operation
of cutting the links between Peiping and Tientsin.
It was most impor:tant for a commander of ours in any
campaign strictly to carry out the entirely correct concept of operations and campaign plans as formulated by
Chairman Mao and the Revolutionary Military Commission of the Party Central Comrrittee, and, for this purpose, to concentrate on attending to the situation of the
campaign as a whole. During the first stage of the Peiping-Tientsin campaign, Lin Piao could think only of
attacking Nankow. He had no overall view and gave no
thought to how his move woutrd affect the whole situation. Lin Fiao in the situation of the Peiping-Tientsin
- already begun but the links between
campaign having
Peiping and Tientsin not yet cut and our dispositions to
block the enemy's escape route by sea not yet completed,
when the enemy had started changing his dispositions
so that his troops in the Peiping area stepped up reinforcements to Changchiakou and part of those in the
Tientsin-Tangku area had already been transferred west
of Peiping, when the enelny was being pinned down and
manipulated by us blunderingly ordered an attack orr
Nankow without waiting for the entire Northeast main
force to arrive anC the whole operation to unfold. By
compelling the enemy forces east of Nankow to make a
quick decision to bolt eastward and those west of it to
flee westward, the carrying out of Lin's order would
have seriously disrupted Chairman Mao's strategic objective and operations plan for wiping out Fu Tso-yi's
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group in northern China on the spo,L. Lin piao,s idea
was merely to rout the enemy in batfle but not annihilate
him.

IV.

VICTORY IN THE PEIPING-TIENTSIN CAMPAIGN
WAS A VICTORY FOR CHAIRMAN MAO'S
MILITARY LINE

Seizing the favourable opportunity for the timely
launching of a strategically decisive engagement is of
vital importance in miiitary operations. After the victorious conclusion of the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign,
the first in the strategically decisive engagement in the
War of Liberation, Chairman Mao made a brilliant and
timely strategic decision to launch the treiping-Tientsin
campaign without delay and wipe out the enemy forces
in northern China where they were. In making this
decision while the Huai-Hai campaign was developing
successfully, he took into account the excellent situation
where the enemy was fast collapsing and the enemy
forces in northern China were jittery, ready to bolt but
had not yet made up their mind. to do so.
Chairman Mao's idea was that after the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign the main force of our Northeast Field
Army shouid advance south of the Great Wall as early
as possible, postponing rest and consolidation, and by a
surprise move strategically encircle and tactically cut
apart the enemy forces which were scattered over a long,
narrow strip of defence line and were ready to flee west
or south at any moment. Then, and only then, should
our troops rest and consolidate. This would throw the
enemy into a dilemma that would allow him neither to
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nor to shorten his defence lines. Chairman Mao
formulated a series of me:asures to conceal our strategic
objective and deceive and mislead the enemy in order
to faciiitate the start of the Peiping-Tientsin campaign
with a surprise attack. Chairman Mao's strategic decision was finally carried out, thanks to the stern measures
he took to overcome Lin Piao's sabotage and interference.
Victory in any major campaign has as its prime prerequisite a correct concept of operations. Applying the
basic principles of Marxism-Leninism and taking into
account the respective situations of the enemy and ourselves, Chairman Mao formulated an entirely correct
concept of operations for the Peiping-Tientsin campaign, a concept that ensr.rred victory over the enemy.
Before and .during the campaign, he made well-consiclered dispositions in accordance r,vith the development
of the situ.ation, dispositions whjch guided the whole
campaign forward as a closely-knit whole and from
victory to victory.
In the first stage of this campaign, in which the
enemy's escape was to be frustrated pending the arrival
of our Northeast main force south of the Great WaII
and the subsequent strategic encirclement and tactical
cutting apart of the enemy forces, Chairman Mao instructed our troops first to tie down part of the enemy
forces along the Peiping-Changchiakou railway line, at
the same time adopting the principle of "encircling
without attacking" and "cutting off without encircling"
and then destroying them one by one after the completion of our deployment. Our troops accordingly first encircled Changchiakou by surprise to induce the enemy
forces in the Peiping-Tientsin area to dispatch reinforcements westward. We then surrounded the enemy's
escape
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35th Corps and other reinforcing units at Hsinpao-an
and Kangchuang. Fu Tso-yi now found it hard to abandon the besieged troops at Changchiakou and Hsinpaoan and make up his mind to flee south by sea. His
only alternative r,vas to dispatch troops from Tientsin
and Tangku to reinforce Peiping. While the enemy was
thus tied down, time was gained for our Northeast main
force to advance south of the Great WalI for the speedy
encirclement and cutting apart of the enemy forces there.
In the second stage of the campaign, Chairman Mao,
assuming the possibility of Fu's personal troops fleeing
west to Suiyuan Province and of Chiang's escaping south
by sea, adopted the tactics of "pounding both ends and
then taking the middle." First of all, our troops captured
Hsinpao-an and Changchiakou between December 22 and
24, 1948, wiping out Fu's main force, his 35th Corps and
other units, and closing off to the enemy in Peiping the
escape route to Suiyuan. Then, on January 14, 1949 our
troops launched a general onslaught on Tientsin and took
the city the following day. Tangku was liberated in its
wake. The enemy's attempts to entrench in the cities or
to escape by sea were foiled and, Iike a turtle in a jar,
the Kuomintang forces in the Peiping area were isolated
with no chance of reinforcement.
In the third stage of the campaign, with the enemy
botUed up, doomed to defeat and therefore low in morale,
Chairman Mao closely integrated military with political
cffensive and forced the enemy in Peiping to accept
peacetrul reorganization on our terms. Peiping was peacefuily liberated on January 31, 1949.
Chairman Mao decided that, considering the situation
of the cnemy and ourselves in the northern China
theatre, the Peiping-Tientsin campaign should commence
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along the Peiping-Changchiakou railway line, a decision
that again showed his grasp of the art of directing war.
It should start there for the foltowing reasons: 1) AII
of Fu Tso-yi's troops were deployed in a long, narrow
strip of territory extending from the Tangshan area in
the east to the Changchiakou area in the west. Moreover, Fu's personal troops were stationed west of Peiping, ready to flee in that direction, while Chiang,s own
were east of the city, ready to flee south. 2) The Changchiakou area ln,as vital to the enemy as a place Fu,s own
troops must pass in their retreat west to Kueisui. If our
troops started fighting along the Peiping-Changchiakou
railway line, and separate and encircle Fu's troops there,
he would have to dispatch his forces in the PeipingTientsin area as reinforcements. We could then tie down
Fu's troops as'uvell as Chiang's, forcing the enemy forces
in the east to move westward. It would gain time for
our Northeast main force to arrive south of the Great
Wall and for the completion of our dispositions to cut
apart and encircle the enemy forces. Besides, Changchiakou was defended by only seven enemy divisions
and was the weakest of the enemy's three defence sectors;
our northern China 3rd Army could very quickly encircle
these enemy troops. 3) Our northern China 2nd Army
stationed in the Fuping-Chuyang area and our Northeast
advance army then in the Chihsien-Pingku area could
easily move towards the Peiping-Changchiakou railway
line. Chairman l\{ao decided, therefore, that the campaign should begin along the Peiping-Changchiakou railway line, attacking the enemy at his weakest point, to
which he would be sure to send reinforcements. This
would enable us to cut off the westward escape route of
Fu Tso-yi's troops and tie down Chiang's units east of
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Peiping, gaining time and providing favourable conditions for the separation, encirclement and piecemeal annihilation of the enemy troops by the main forces of our
Northeast and Northern China Field Armies.
It was precisely because Chairman Mao not only
formulated an entirely correct concept of operations
and plans for the Peiping-Tientsin campaign but personaIly made wise deployment and directed our troops in
their operations that we were able to win a briltriant victory in this campaign with a minimum of casualties.
The Peiping-Tientsin campaign, the last oI the strategically decisive engagement in the War of Liberation,
resulted in putting out of action and reorganizing over
520,000 Kuomintang troops and liberating practically alI
northern China. This great victory marked the total
defeat of the Kuomintang army in our strategically decisive engagement against it. With the conclusion of the
three major campaigns the Liaohsi-Shenyang, the
Huai-Hai and the Peiping-Tientsin
the Kuomintang,s
- was almost commain force north of the Yangtze Ri'u,er
pletely knocked out of action, laying Nanking, centre of
the reactionary Kuomintang rule, open to the direct
threat of our army. Politically, the enemy was split
more than ever, and Chiang Kai-shek was forced to ,,retire." Militarily, the remaining million or more enemy
forces, dispersed over extremely long fronts from Sinkiang to Taiwan, were sagging in morale as they neared
total collapse. Thus, the course of the war was shortened
and the liberation of the whole country speeded. All
this was the result of Chairman Mao's brilliant decisi.ons
concerning the launching of the strategically decisive
engagement and the Peiping-Tientsin campaign.
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The victory of our army dcpcnclcd chiefly on its cornbat worthiness, but also on its powerful political offensive, which helped to demoralize and disintegrate the
enemy forces. In the stagc of strategically decisive engagement of the War o[ Libcration, as our troops went
from victory to victory, scaling the enemy's doom, and
contradictions within thrr ranks oI the enemy intensified
to the breaking point, the conditions became stil1 more
favourable for us to lr,'in over or brcak up his forces. In
the Peiping-Tientsin campaign Chairman lMao further
integrated the mititary with the political offensive, establishing three patterns for disposing of the remnant
I(uomintang forces: the Tientsin pattern, the Peiping
pattern and the Suiyuan pattern. As Chairman h{ao
pointed out in his report to the Second Plenary Session
of the Seventh Central Committee of the Communist
Party of China held in March 1949: '.\Vith the eoreclusion of the Liaohsi-Shenyang, I{uai-Hai ared PeipitrgTieratsin campaigns, tlle rnain force of the Kuornintang
arrny has been destroyed. OnXy a rnillion odd of its cornbat troops are left, dispersed over vast areas from SinX<iang to Taiwan and ovcr extremoly long fronts. Frorn
now on there can lae only thrco patterns for disposillg of
the Ticntsin pattern, the Peithese Kuomintang troops
ping pattern or the Suiyuan pattern. To disXlose of the
enerry forces by fighting, as we did in Tientsin, rnust s'till
be the prirnary objcct of our attention and preparations."
He also said: "The possibility leas increased for solutions
on the Peiping pattern, ttraat is, to cornpel eneuxy troops
to reorganize peace-tunly, quickly and thoroughly into
the People's T,iberation Arnny in conformity lvith the
latter's systern." "The Stliyuan pattern is deliberately
to keep part of the Kuornintang troops wholly or near100

Iy intact, that is, to make ternporary concessions io
t[rese troops in order to help win ttrrern over to our
side or neutralize them politicaXly. Thereby we can
concentrate our forces to finish off the main part of
the rernnant Kuornintang forces first and then, after a
certain period (say, a few months, half a year or a year
Iater), proceed to reorganize these troops into the people,s
Liberation Army in conforririty with its system.,, These
three patterns pointed out the way for the remnant
enemy forces: Should they stubbornly resist, they would
be wiped out as those garrisoning Tientsin had been;
should they put down arms and accept our conditions
they could come over to the side of the people and be
reorganized into the People's Liberation Army. These
patterns played an important role in sptritting and disintegrating the enemy forces and tiberating the whole
country earlier. When our army subsequently embarked
on its countrywide advance, it disposed of all remnant
enemy forces by one or another of these three patterns.
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PART THREE

LIN PIAO'S BOURGEOIS MILITARY LINE
SERVED HIS RIGHT-OPPORTUNIST
POLiTICAL LINE
Marxism-Leninism holds that in class society the army
is an instrument of class struggle, an armed body for
carrying out given political tasks. The type of army to
be buitt and the kind of military line to be implemented
are determined by the political line of a given cl'ass,
serve this political line and constitute an important part
of it. Before the proletariat's rise to power, "the seizure
of power by armed force, the settlement of the issue by
war, is the central task and the highest form of revolution." After the proletariat seizes power, because class
enemies still exist at home and abroad, the whole proletarian party must continue to attach great importance
to military affairs. In leading the protracted struggle
of the Chinese revolution, Chairman Mao formulated a
Marxist political line and also a Marxist military line for
the Chinese Communist Party. Contrarily, the chieftains
of the opportunist lines in different periods either flatly
denied the decisive significance of armed struggle for the
Chinese revolution or, while pursuing a "Left"- or Rightopportunist political line in frantic opposition to Chairman Mao's Marxist political line, rigged up a military
Iine subservient to their erroneous political line and
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diarnetrically opposite to the Marxist military line formulated by Chairman Mao for our Party. The struggie
between the two military lines is always part and parcel
of the struggle between the two political lines, and the
latter is inevitably accompanied by the former. Chairrnan Mao pointed out that "correct political and military
lines do not emerge and deveXotrl spontaneor.rsly and tranqtrilly, but only in the course of struggle. These llnes
rnust combat 'Left' opportunism on the one hand and
Right opportunisrn on the other. Without cornbating
and thoroughly overcoming these trrarrnful tendencies
which damage the revolutionT and the revolutionary war,
it would be impossible to establish a correct line and win
victory in this war." The bourgeois military line pushed by Lin Piao in the Liaohsi-Shenyang and PeipingTientsin campaigns was precisely a rnanifestation, in
military affairs, of his Right-opportunist political Iine.
Victory in these two campaigns was due to Chairman
Mao's correct political and military lines overcoming Lin
Piao's erroneous ones.

Like his Right-opportunist political line, Lin Piao's
military line had its deep class, ideological and

bourgeois

historical roots. Springing from a landlord-bourgeois family, Lin Piao stubbornly clung to his exploiting-class
stand after joining the Party; his reactionary world outlook based on idealism and metaphysics was never remoulded. At crucial times in the revolution he invariably
committed Right-opportunist errors, indulged in duplicity by putting on a false front to deceive the Party and
the people, and stubbornly toed an erroneous line in
opposition to the correct line of Chairman Mao.
During the period of the Agrarian Revolutionary War,
while he was in the Chingkang Mountains, and later
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when he joined the march towards southern Kiangsi and
western Fukien, Lin Piao wavered to the Right on many
occasions, doubted how long we could keep the red flag
flying, and advocated the ways of roving rebel bands.
Chairman lMao's article "A Single Spark Can Start a
Prairie Fire" was written as a long letter criticizing Lin.
When Wang Ming's "Left"-opportunist line dominated

the Party, Lin Piao followed him in pushing

passive

defence as opposed to Chairman Mao's strategic principle
of active defence and of luring the enemy in deep. Lin
shouted about "making short swift thrusts at the enemy,,

and favoured positional warfare and war of attrition.
As a result of Wang Ming's "Left"-opportunist 1ine and
his wrong military line, the Central Red Army failed to
defeat the enemy's fifth "encirclement and suppression,,
campaign and was forced to rnake the Long March, during which advocates of the Wang Ming iine resorted to
flightism, putting the Central Red Army in an extremely
difficult position. In January 1935 there was held. an
enlarged meeting of the Party Central Committee political Bureau. This was the historically highly significant
Tsunyi Meeting, which ended the dominance of Wang
Ming's "Left"-opportunist line and established Chairman Mao's leadership throughout the party and army,
switching the Party to the correct Marxist-Leninist line.
After the Tsunyi Meeting, with Chairman Mao,s direct
leadership, the Central Red Army four times switched
back and forth across the Chihshui River, crossed the
Wuchiang River to the south, threatened Kweiyang,
forsed the Chinsha River and threw off the encirclement, pursuit, blockade and interception by several
hundred thousand enemy forces, gaining the initiative in
the strategic shift and turning setbacks into victory. In
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June 1935 the Central Red Army and the Fourth Front
Army made a successfui link-up. Then, under Chairman
Mao's leadership, our Party overcame Chang Kuo-tao's
Iine of establishing a bogus central committee and splitting
the Red Army, and victoriously led the Red Army to
the base area in northern Shensi. But, even at such a
critical time as immediately after the Tsunyi Meeting,
Lin Piao colluded with Peng Teh-huai and others in
attempting to seize the leadership out of the hands of
Chairman Mao, their conspiracy ending in fail.ure due to
the opposition of the whole Party.
During the period of the War of Resistance Against
Japan, jumping from ultra "Left" to ultra Right, the
renegade Wang Ming dished up a Right-capitulationist
line. Lin Piao again toed this opportunist line of Wang
Ming's. Opposing Chairman Mao's strategic principle of
carrying out "independent mountain guerrilla warfare,"
he refused to mobilize the masses and set up base areas,
pushing instead full co-ordination with the Kuomintang
troops in fighting large-sca1e battles, a policy that fit
right in with Chiang Kai-shek's scheme of killing people
through another's hand. In 1940, when Chiang Kaishek stepped up his capitulation to the national enemy
while repeatediy launching anti-Communist campaigns,
Lin Piao wrote articles shamelessly praising Chiang to
the skies, extolling his autocratic regime as a "democratic
political system," asserting that it "has made excellent
achievements in national construction," and calling for
"placing the whole Chinese army under the command"
of Chiang's "united headquarters."
Lin Piao's Right opportunism was further revealed during the War of Liberation. After the victory of the antiJapanese war, China was confronted with a decisive
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struggle between two destinies and two prospects. Chairman Mao brilliantly pointed out that "the new situation
and task is domestic struggle. Chiang Kai-shek talks
about 'building the country.' From now on the struggle
will be, build what sort of country? To build a newdernocratic country of the broad masses of the people
under the leadership of the proletariat? Or to build a
semi-colonial and semi-feudal country under the dictatorship of the big landlords and the big bourgeoisie? This
will be a most cornplicated stmggle." At this critical
moment in the revolution, there was intense struggle between the two lines within our Party. With the broad
vision and courage of a proletarian revolutionary, Chairman Mao scientifically anaiysed the prevailing situation
concerning the struggle between the enemy and ourselves
and put forward the political line of "go all out to mobilize t}ra rnasses, expand the people's forces and, under
the leadership of our Party, defeat the aggressor and
build a new China." As to the attacks of the U.S.-Chiang
reactionaries, he advanced the policy of "give tit for tat
and fight for every inch of land," and made the brilliant
judgement that "our victory [is] certain and Ch.iang's
defeat inevitable." During this period, Chairman Mao
also placed great stress on opening up and building the
Northeast Liberated Area. In autumn 1945, he dispatch:
ed more than 100,000 rreteran troops and over 20,000
cadres from various older Liberated Areas to the Northeast and issued the directive for building stable base
areas there, among other important instructions. The
excellent situation that later arose in the Northeast u,as
entirely due to the firm implementation of Chairman
Mao's and the Party Central Committee's directives by
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the Party and government organizations, army units and
the people there, and to their hard work.
But Lin Piao time and again refused to carry out
Chairman Mao's instructions. He interfered with Chairman Mao's revolutionary line, closely following instead
the capitulationist line of a "new stage of peace and
democracy" preacheC by the renegade, hidden traitor
and scab Liu Shao-chi. Unable to see through the veil
of the enemy's temporary and apparent strength to his
essential weakness, Lin Piao feared war and cherished
illusions of peace. Faced with attack by the U.S.-Chiang
reactionaries, he dared not wage a blow-for-blow struggle by meeting counter-revolutionary war with revolutionary war but openly proclaimed his "willingness to
co-operate with the Kuomintang in the Northeast" in a
futile attempt to forfeit the revolution and prolong the
dictatorship of the big landlords and the big bourgeoisie.
In early December 1945, for instance, Lin Piao reiterated
that countrywide peace was at hand, that we were fighting our final battle, and that we must enter the stage of
peace in a rnanner indicative of our might that could
overwhelm the enemy, etc,, etc. In 1946, when negotiations were being held between the Kuomintang and the
Communist Party for an armistice in the Northeast, Lin
babbled that the "new stage of peace and democracy"
had arrived. In April of the same year, Chairman Mao
instructed Lin Piao to cut the railways to prevent the
enemy's transport of troops by rail, but Lin, harbouring
illusions of peace, failed to do so with the result that the
enemy was able to rush reinforcements and supplies by
rail for his attack on Szepingkai, causing losses to our
troops.
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"The correctness or incorrectness of the ideological
and political line decides everything." Lin Piao's political capitulationism determined his Right conservatism
in miiitary affairs and his implementing a bourgeois
military line.
The chief manifestation of Lin Piao's military line was
his mortal fear of the enemy and his passive avoidance
of war. He insisted that no large-scale battles could be
fought in the Northeast for the following five "reasons":
1) Most of the enemy's main forces were centred in the
Northeast. 2) The railw-ays in the Northeast were controlled by the enemy, so transport was easy for him.
3) As the Northeast was a rather newly liberated area,
information about our troops' movements was bound to
leak out. 4) Our army in the Northeast was made up of
troops from various other areas, as was the leading group
there. 5) We sho'uld not draw the enemy to the Northeast. If our army fought hard, Lin Piao asserted, "many
Kuomintang troops will be drawn north of the Great
WaIl. The sooner we fight, the sooner we'll have them
on our backs and that will harm the situation in the
Northeast." Lin Piao time and again brought up these
five pretexts, boiling them down to his motto of "awaiting,
patience and relentlessness," which he said should be
applied to the Northeast. The first two actually meant
passive avoidance of war instead of actively creating
favourable conditions and concentrating a large force in
one battlefield according to objective conditions for the
purpose of eliminating large numbers of enemy troops.
Lin Piao's so-called "relentlessness" in fact reflected his
persistent advocacy in the Northeast of batUes of attrition and battles merely to rout the enemy.
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We present the following examples to illustrate how
Lin Piao passively avoided war in military command
and the harm this brought to the war situation.
First, when Lin Piao's units had just entered the
Northeast between November and December 1945,
Chiang Kai-shek was out to "pick the peaches," that is,
to usurp the fruits of victory in the anti-Japanese war.
He landed two corps at Chinwangtao, which were then
ordered to advance towards Shenyang along the PeipingLiaoning Railway. At that time, Chairman Mao repeatedly instructed Lin Piao to launch an attack between
Shanhaikuan and Chinchow to destroy part of the enemy
troops. But Lin babbled that the local people did not
support our troops, but rather the Kuomintang, Chiang
Kai-shek and the puppet Manchukuo regime, etc. Refusing to carry out Chairman Mao's instructions, he
launched no attack, with the result that the enemy quickIy took Shenyang. Lin Piao's claims flew completely in
the face of historical facts and monstrously slandered
the people of the Northeast, who thoroughly hated the
Japanese imperialists occupying China's territory, maintaining a colonial ruLe and setting up the puppet
Manchukuo state. The most telling proof was that
during the Japanese occu.pation the people in the Northeast unflaggingly persisted in armed anti-Japanese
struggles. They could never forget the criminal policy
of non-resistance and capitulation adopted by Chiang
Kai-shek's reactionary I{uomintang government in face
of the Japanese imperialist aggression, a policy that led
to losing the entire northeastern China. Now, in only
three years Chiang Kai-shek's several hundred thousand
"crack" troops in the Northeast were utterly defeated,
a great victory for our army. This was inseparable from
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the enthusiastic support of the broad masses for Chairman
Mao and the Communist Party, from their opposition
to the Kuomintang and Chiang Kai-shek.
Second, frorn the summer of. 7947 to March 15, 1948,
our troops in the Northeast launched summer, autumn
and winter offensives. Although we wiped out a large
number of enemy troops, the units eliminated were only
those of and below divisional level or were regional
forces, without a single regular full-strength corps among
them. This was due to Lin Piao's serious Rightopportunist thinking and his blundering command which
resulted in dispersion of our forces for a long time.
We had in the Northeast many veteran troops with fine
Red Army traditions, who were skilful in warfare and
enthusiastic in fighting for the revolutionary cause. But
since Lin Piao passively avoided war and dared not concentrate a large force in any single battlefield, no regular
enemy corps of full strength were wiped out in any of
our three offensives in the Northeast before the LiaohsiShenyang campaign.
Third, after each battle Lin Piao required a long period
of rest and consolidation for his troops. For instance, in
the 10 months from May 1947 to March 1948, Lin Piao
fought three battles in the Northeast theatre, but with
two periods of rest and consolidation, each of nearly
two months. In his ten major principles of operation,
Chairman Mao pointed out: "Make good use of the intervals between campaigns to rest, train and consolidate
our troops. Periods of rest, training and consolidation
should in general not be very long, and the enemy should
so far as possible be permitted no breathing space." It
is of course necessary to make good use of the intervals
between campaigns and battles for rest, training and
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consolidation,

but the length of such periods

should

of the war situation as a whole and
generally should not be very long. The summer-autumn
period of 1947 was a time when our troops were busy
going over to the strategic offensive. The various fieid
armies were expected actively to organize campaigns
and battles in the interests of the overall situation; they
should particularly avoid giving the enemy a breathing
spell by resting, training and consolidating our troops for
extended periods. Lin Piao's thinking on this question
exposed the Right-opportunist essence of his passively
avoiding battles as well as his lack of an overall point
of view.
In military thinking, the chief manifestation of Lin
Piao's erroneous military line was his idealist and
mechanical approach to problems of warfare, for instance, the so-called "six tactics" which he pushed so
hard during the War of Liberation. His tactic of "one
point and two sides"l prescribed only concentration of
forces at one point without mentioning gaining superiority over the enemy in relative strength or encircling the enemy from aII sides. Entirely running counter
to Chairman Mao's idea o{ concentrating a superior force
to destroy the enemy forces one by one, this was in fact
advocacy of war of attrition and war merely to rout the
enemy. Lin Piao's so-called tactic of "four gror.lps and
depend on the need

l Here "one point" referred to the main point of attack where,
according to Lin Piao, as much as seven- or eight-ninths of the
attacking troops shoul.d be employed, leaving merely two- or
one-ninth for attack on what he called the "two sides" of the
enemy position. He even absurdly called for using all the attacking troops against that one point to the total neglect of all the

other sides.
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one team"' was actually designed to make our battle
formations rigid and conform to a fixed pattern when
they should be organized according to specific conditions.
This was an expression of mechanical and stereotyped
thinking in military affairs. During the Liaohsi-Shenyang campaign, Lin Piao dared not march south to the
Peiping-Liaoning Railway to strike at the enemy,s flanks
and rear so as to wipe him out completely, but wanted
to ease him into northern and central China another
expression of his idealist and mechanical concept
of
military affairs.
From Chairman Mao's article "On Practice" we learn:
"We are opposed to die-hards in the revolutionary ranks
whose thinking fails to advance with changing objective
circurnstances and has manifested itself historically as
Right opportunism. These people fail to see that the
struggle of opposites has already pushed the objective process forward while their knowledge has stopped at the
old stage. This is characteristic of the thinking of all diehards. Their thinking is divorced from social practice
and they cannot march ahead to guide the chariot of society; they simply trail behind, grumbling that it goes
too fast and trying to drag it back or turn it in the opposite direction." This exposes the ideological root of Right
opportunism. To reverse the wheel of history such is
the common aim of al1 Right opportunists, -Lin 'piao
among them. In this respect, he fully identified himself
with and was of the same breed as Chen Tu-hsiu, Wang
l

This called for, in battles against heavily fortified

enemy

strong-points, the mechanical division of an assault unit into
four groups. Being separately in charge of fire power, assault,
demolition and combat support, these groups were supposed to
combine to form one whole team.
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Ming, Liu Shao-chi and the other chieftains of opportunist lines in our Party, and also Confucius and the representative Confucian figures in Chinese history, who
advocated conservatism and opposed progress.
A multitude of historical facts exposed this so-called
"military genius," "strategist," "ever-victorious general"
and "representative of the correct Iine," Lin Piao, as a
rank Right opportunist.
Chairman Mao and the Party Central Committee seriously and over a long period of time criticized Lin Piao
for his mistakes, and patiently tried to educate him. But
Lin was a counter-revolutionary double-dealer who never
showed up without a copy of Quotations from, Ch,airman
Mao Tsetung in his hand and never opened his mouth
without shouting 'Long Live Chairman Mao!' and who
spoke honeyed words to your face but stabbed you in
the back. True to character, therefore, he all along took
a double-faced attitude towards such criticism and education, acting out a role in public but doing quite differentIy in private, saying yes while meaning no. To deceive the
Party and the people, he was capable of making a show
of criticizing himself and professing willingness to correct his mistakes; actually he resented all who tried to
help him, clinging stubbornly to his erroneous stand and
continuing to do all sorts of evil things behind people,s
backs. "But they [the die-hards] always get the opposite
of what they want. They invariably start by doing others
harrn but end by ruining themselves." And Lin piao
was no exception. Indulging in duplicity in every form,
he ended up in utter and eternal infamy.
Lin Piao's bourgeois military line served his political
line. The struggle between two military lines in the Liaohsi-Shenyang and Peiping-Tientsin campaigns was in the
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final analysis a struggle between two pclitical lines. As
Chairman Mao pointed out in his "Speech at a Conference of Cadres in the Shansi-Suiyuan Liberated Area"
of 1948: "The revolution against imperialisrn, feudalism
and bureaucrat-capitalism waged by the broad ulasses
of the people under the leadership of the trlroletariat this is China's new-derrocratic revolution, and this is the
general line and general policy of the Cornmunist Farty
of China at the present stage of history." To realize this
general. line and general policy, Chairman Mao issued
during the War of Liberation the great call to the whole
Party, army and people: "Overthrow Chiang Kai-shek
and liberate all Ctrrina!" The strategically decisive engagement as decided and commanded personally by
Chairman Mao was precisely aimed to accelerate the victory of the revolutionary war and the progress of history,
accomplish earlier than expected China's new-democratic
revolution, fully realize the general line and general
policy and "finally and cornpletely wipe out the reactionary forces and build a united, dernocratic people's

republic in the whole country." Lin Piao's Rightopportunist military line in the Liaohsi-Shenyang and
Peiping-Tientsin campaigns fit to a T his Right-capituiationist political line and the wishes of U.S. imperialisrn
and Chiang Kai-shek, who wanted to stabilize tine situation at the front so as to win a breathing space in which
to make a desp'erate attempt to extricate themselves
from defeat. The essence of Lin's Iine was to oppose the
general line of our Party, oppose the overthrow of Chiang

Kai-shek and the liberation of all China. But the objective law of the development of things is that revolution
wins over reaction, and new forces triumph over
decadent ones. Led by Chairman Mao and the Party
lL4

Central Committee, and through fierce struggle between

the two political and military lines, our Party finally
won the great victory in the strategically decisive engagement, accelerated the course of the Chinese revolution,
overthrew the reactionary Kuomintang rule of Chiang
Kai-shek, seized power throughout the Iand and estabIished the People's Republic of China on October 1,1949.
The splendid victories in the great Liaohsi-Shenyang
and Peiping-Tientsin campaigns are a signal victory for
Chairman Mao's Marxist political and military lines.
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